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During the.past decade, much attention has been given to the area
of Decision Support System (DSS) by both industry and academia. The
increasing popularity of the DSS concept also foster the emergence of
many DSS products. However, many of the DSSs developed are only used
for traditional MIS operations like report generation or data
management. These failure can-be attributed to the poor communication
between DSS users and DSS product vendors.
This paper attempts to bridge this gap by reporting important
issues and problems in real-life DSS applications, and collecting
users' opinions on current DSS products.
Firstly, the paper present an overview of the DSS concept and
explore problem issues related to DSS development. In the next step, a
mail questionnaire survey was conducted to study the utilization of
DSS products by Hong Kong's business executives. The research subjects
were asked to rate twenty DSS capabilities to facilitate the
collection of users' opinions on present DSS capabilities. Respondent
ratings were then analyzed by grouping the respondents into different
groups according to their job titles, DSS usage experience, and the
types of companies they come from. The results show that DSS software
products are commonly used in most of the multinational corporations
in Hong Kong in spite of the fact that they are not used properly as a
real decision support tool. Moreover, almost all the respondents rated
all DSS capabilities as-- important in assisting them to make good
decision. However, the research findings show no significant
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difference in DSS capabilities ratings by respondents with different
job titles, DSS usage experience, and from different types of business
organizations.
A case study based on a real-life DSS application follows to
illustrate how advanced DSS generators can simplify DSS application
development and offer business decision makers a powerful analytical
tool. It also demonstrates how unexpected problems may arise during
DSS development and implementation.
Finally, there is a discussion of the future development of DSS
in aiding managerial decision making.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Application Of Computer In Business- A Simple Review
Since its appearance in early 40s, electronic computers have been
playing an increasingly important role in business activities. The
increased complexity and quantity of data generated by business
transactions and operations, as well as the natural evolutionary
advancement of information technology render the application of
computers in business from Electronic Data Processing (EDP) to
Management Information System (MIS) in 1960s, and subsequently to
Decision Support System (DSS) in 1970s.
In the early :stages of business computer application, the
computers were applied almost entirely to the automation of clerical
and 'record-keeping tasks. The concept of Management Information System
(MIS) originated in the 1960s has led to more effective and efficient
computer usage in business applications. It focused on providing both
structured and unstructured information to support management decision
making.
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With the advancement in computer technology, incorporation of
User-friendly software interface techniques, MIS researchers have
recognized the potential of computer based system to act as a helpful
tool to managerial decision making which, to a manager, has never been
more difficult or more hazardous in -an unprecedented rise in the
complexity and uncertainty of the present environment. Of course, MIS
does provide a limited amount of support to managerial decision
making, but what is left off by MIS in the context of decision making
support is to support decision makers in different decision making
stages in a highly flexible manner.
Nowadays, Decision Support System is no longer a concept and
discussion topic amongst MIS academics and researchers. The late 1970s
and early 1980s saw a rapid increase in the development, application
and installation of Decision Support Systems. Many decision makers
have already made use of Decision Support Systems in their day-to-day
decision making activities, such as strategic, operational planning,
financial planning and financial control.
3The Decision Support System World
Decision Support System (DSS), firstly, emerged as a new concept
in 1970s as a result of expanding notions about what computer-based
systems can or should.be capable of doing in business applications. In
recent years the number of applications and installations of decision
support system has been noticeably increasing. This trend has been
stimulated by the use of personal computers, and, more important, the
emergence of several hundreds of Decision Support System software
packages in response to the need for decision-making help in late
1970s and early 1980s.
Most of these DSS software packages are in the form of
application generators (that's why they are commonly called as DSS
generators.). They claim to be able to generate or create, for the
non-technical users, specific DSS applications, that would otherwise
require extensive programming effort and expertise.
In other words, non-professionals can build their own DSS
applications without being concerned about the technical aspects of
the applications. With little help from DP professionals, Managers are
able to construct their own decision assist models from the DSS
generators. They gain much confidence from these decision tools since
they-understand what the systems were doing.
Actually, most of the DSS generators on the market are integrated
software packages with built-in data base management system (DBMS),
spreadsheet system, and graphics. This new class of software mostly
evolved from the fourth-generation financial modeling language
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introduced in the early 1970s. The DSS generators facilitate the
development of applications which provide decision support by enabling
the users to simulate or model the business situations through
specifying quantitative variables which are relevant to the situation
and the relations between these variables. The model is then
interfaced with both input and output channels. Almost all the DSS
generators in the market will provide a lot of capabilities to ease
the building of model, to stream data, result and information in and
out of the model and, of course, to manipulate the model. The most









The individual power of their capabilities differs for different
products. However, all the capabilities are integrated, at least, to
some extents in all the DSS generators in the market [11],[12].
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FIGURE 1










































Because of the huge market potential for DSS generators, more and
more software houses and DSS vendors have put their DSS generators in
the market. -Inferior products were quickly replaced by more
sophisticated one, which make use of new software techniques and
accommodate new hardware technology. The highly flexible and
inexpensive characteristics of DSS generators enable them to be
justifiable even in small scale and infrequently-used decision making
applications. It is perceived that the emergence of DSS generators as
program products in the software market will help to expand the idea
of decision assist through computer-based system in the business
wnrld_
Prior to the popularity of DSS generator, a limited number of
Decision Support Systems had been developed and installed in some
large business organizations after the concept of DSS began in late
1960s. These early version of DSSs are built up entirely from scratch
for specific Decision Making activities. Almost all of them are
programmed with high level programming languages like FORTRAN, COBOL
or APL. What distinguishes this kind of computer-based systems from
previous systems that store, update, and retrieve data is their
computational modeling capabilities, which is a key concept on early
DSS literatures. All the systems are aimed at supporting or enhancing
the managers' decision making activities. Survey [10] have documented
a marked increase of managers productivity and decision making
PffPrtivPnPCC after tha imnlamantatinn of Thic kindc of nccc
One characteristic of these older DSSs is their extremely limited
flexibility. Most of them are used for only some specific decision
making applications (e.g. Corporate Planning and Forecasting) under
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specific business situations (e.g. a specific industry or even a
individual company) with little rooms for modification. On the other
hand, their structures are difficult to modify to reflect changes in
the business situation. A high level of system knowledge is required
to build or modify the applications. Very often, this kind of DSS
applications is built by sophisticated system people and operated by
the decision makers' intermediaries (they are often supporting staff
like system analysts, planning analysts). Only the outputs of these
systems are used by the true decision makers (i.e. the Managers). As a
result, from the managers' point of view, this kind of DSSs have no
significant difference from the previous computer-based Management
Information System except they are capable of generating more flexible
report formats.
The cost of these systems is extremely high, since a lot of
programming expertise and effort are required to implement the systems
as proposed by DSS researchers and required by potential DSS users.
The cost factors form one of the largest obstacles to the use of these
systems in the business. Only long-lasting, frequent-used, large and
complicated applications can justify the high cost incurred. As a
result, only a limited number of DSSs are implemented in large
multinational corporations and international banks at that time. Their
application areas narrowly focus on corporate planning and forecasting
and evaluation of alternative proposals or investment opportunities.
The earlier specific purpose DSS require a lot of hardware
resource and thus they can only be built on mainframe systems. The
advanced information technology and rapid increase in microcomputer
power in the last decade enable the later DSS version- the DSS
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generators to be available in both micro and mainframe versions. Some
mainframe-based DSS generators have fully integrated microcomputer
versions, permitting easy uploading and downloading of data, results
and models. The rest of them are either mainframe-based or
microcomputer-based. Almost all the DSS generators on the market
incorporated the graphic capabilities which are believed to be one of
the fastest improvements in computer technology in the last few
years. Actually, this is what make most of the DSS products appealing
to hiici nPCC iicPrc
In the Decision Support and Data Processing field, DSS had long
been one of the hottest topic amongst DP academic and MIS researchers.
But up till now, there is no unified direction for future research and
development nor is there any commonly accepted definition and
framework for the DSS conceDt.
Amongst the DSS products supplied by software suppliers, almost
all of them are still far behind from what DSS researchers expect in
term of powers and capabilities and the extent of support they should
offer to the Decision Makers. There is still a long way to go before
we can put the DSS concept to practical use.
On the user side, the increased number of participants in DSS
research give DSS a lot of publicity to the final users- the
executives in business organizations. Managers begin to pay more
attention to the new Decision Support aids and begin to recognize that
DSS are able to provide them with substantial help. In Contrast to
earlier EDP and MIS applications, decision makers are required to take
a more active role in the development and operation of DSS
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applications. Their understanding of the system is thus more important
for the successful implementation of DSS. Nevertheless, managers'
reluctance to replace their MIS system with DSS reflect MIS's missing
of one DSS characteristic: DSS not only satisfies the decision makers'
existing needs for decision making assist but also stimulate decision
makers' needsa for further decision making assistance through the
extensive range of support capabilities. The Decision makers' active
participation in DSS development will be the only way to improve DSS
technology.
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What is DSS- A Theoretical Perspective
Decision making should be one of the most important activities
performed by managers in business organizations. Personal experience,
intuition and insight are what most managers depended on to aid their
decision making, especially in dealing with those unstructured or
semi-structured problems.
The accelerated activities of business operations and the drastic
and frequent changes in the business environment in the last few
decades, result in a lot of difficulties in business managerial
decision making. To reduce cognitive overload, improve productivity
and make more effective decisions, managers are eager to seek for
external decision aids. Well before the popularity of computer
applications in business, many decision supporting tools has sprung up
in response to the need for decision making aids. These decision
supporting tools aid decision making in a variety of ways. However,
they all aim at facilitating-a manager's problem-solving behavior and
improving his judgement in making a decision.
In summary, these decision support tools aid decision making by:
(1) Providing more structure to a less-structured problem, or
decomposing the decision process into its structurally related
parts. (examples are various decision making models or staging
techniques which use a heuristic approach to improve decision
processes. Basically, they are rules to separate the stages in
decision making. In this kind of support, decision makers are
forced to remain focused on problem identification and diagnosis
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before starting the search for solutions. This kind of support
provides only a framework for the decision making process,
considerable judgemental variation is possible within each stages
of the process.)
kc) rroviaing mathematical solution to a specific problem and
providing cues to the decision makers of the critical factors in
the problem, their importance, and the relations among them.
Linear programming technique, decision tree, PERT, CPM, game
theory, simulation theory and probability theory are examples of
this kind of decision support. In this kind of support, a
mathematical model is constructed starting from assumptions about
how to represent in the model the system of real-world variables
to be analyzed, what is to be maximized or minimized is defined.
Empirical estimates are obtained for the numerical parameters in
the model that specify the concrete situation to which it is to
be applied. Mathematical operations are completed to find the
alternatives, which for the specified parametric values, results
in maximizing the criterion function [2].
ups furs smut on oozainea from the mathematical model provide a
reference for the decision makers. The techniques also provide useful
support to decision- makers. In this respect, they can help simulate
appropriate concept formation, by forcing decision makers to have a
more logical description of objectives, to make assumptions, and
provide a more precise description of a wider array of alternative
solutions and the ability to compare them.
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The nature of mathematical models enable easy sensitivity
analysis and goal-seeking analysis of the model. This kind of
capabilities form the key components of the modern DSS generator-
upon which most modern DSS are built.
This kind of support fosters a more rational and systematic
attack on decision making. At the same time, it has the potential for
contributing to the search for answers to strategic questions because
it forces decision makers to provide a more precise and explicit
definition of problems, description of assumptions and objectives
which are not always clarified before the decision was made.
In addition to the above mentioned decision support tools, other
less common types of decision support technique include System Flow
Chart and Decision Table. Basically, they aim at providing the
decision makers a clearer understanding of the decision making
situations by using graphical representations and table arrangements
to represent a business situation so that a more effective decision
can be made taking advantage of the presence of more structured
information-:
In spite of the fact that numerous decision support aids were
available well before the term Decision Support System became popular,
the concept of Decision Support System began to evolve in the 1960s
and early 1970s. This modern concept of DSS computerizes some of the
decision support techniques mentioned above and, of course, provides a
more sophisticated and convenient user interfaces and information
communication capabilities.
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Although the term Decision Support System bears many different
connotations, the most commonly accepted definition of DSS is an
interactive computer-based system which help decision makers utilize
data and models to solve unstructured problem [25]. This definition,
though commonly accepted, is restrictive enough to render over ninety
Dercent of the c ime nSS nrniirtc in tho markot ac nnn_nQQ
To create a framework for our later study of DSS, we shall use
the approach proposed by Sprague [25]. More specifically, a DSS may be
defined by its capabilities to accomplish its decision support
objectives. Observed characteristics of a DSS include:
(1) They help decision-makers utilize data and models to solve
(2) They neither automate decision making nor provide answers to
structured problems, rather, they should support the decision
makers in order to enhance the professional judgement required in
their decision-making.
(3) The type -of support they provided is an interactive, ad hoc
analytical capability that permits managers to simulate or model
their problems as completely and accurately as possible and test
the impact of different assumptions or scenarios.
(4) They try to incorporate the use of management science and
operation research methods with traditional data processing
functions, and create an environment in which a decision makers
unstructured or semi-structured problems.
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can, with relative ease, apply quantitative analysis techniques
that would-otherwise be too awkward and time-consuming to warrant
their uses.
(5) They should provide reasonable flexibility and adaptability to
accommodate changes in decision making. More specifically, they
should allow modifications of the application configurations in a
relatively easy way.
Not many of the existing DSS, both custom DSS and DSS generators,
have all the above characteristics. Nor are all the capabilities of
existing•DSS included in the above list. What we will do in the study
is to extend the definition of DSS to include any system that possess
most of the characteristics mentioned above and really make some
contribution to decision making.
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Perceived Problems in Decision Support System Utilization
In spite of the rapid increase of DSS products in the market and
DSS installations in business organizations in the last few years, the
use of these systems for managerial decision making in Hong Kong's
business organizations is rather limited.
The author, working part-time as a programmer in the Information
Center of a Hi-tech multinational corporation's South East Asia
Headquarters located in Hong Kong, is responsible for the initiations,
developments, installations, maintenances and support of decision
support system used by the corporate executives in the company. From
actual participation in DSS applications, initiations and
developments, the author have witnessed some problems in the
utilization of DSS as a decision assist tools.
Although there is a large group of mainframe software products on
the market that promise to deliver a real management Decision Support
System (Reimann and Waren had identified about 60 mainframe modeling
software presently in the market [23], all of them are being actively
marketed today), most of them evolved from the fourth-generation
financial modeling languages or fourth-generation language database
management systems. The kind of software products are actually
spreadsheet-based or data-base oriented systems with some newly-added
functions such as graphic and communications capabilities. Their MIS
orientation impose a lot of restrictions on the systems'. capabilities
as a decision support tools. Although they do provide a limited DSS
functions, their effectiveness in assisting managerial decision making
is questionable.
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Moreover, the large number of DSS generators in the market do not
represent a lot of choices for potential DSS users since most of these
products have, basically, same features and capabilities. The high
turnover and volatility of these products in last few years give some
indication of the competitive nature of the business, which is a
consequence of high degree of product similarity
There is another potential problem caused by these kinds of DSS
products. Since they all claimed to be DSS, these products might give
the potential DSS users a wrong image of the DSS concept and thus
delay the acceptance by business users. This, in turn, will retard the
advancement of DSS technology.
The demand and profit of business-used DSS is so large that it is
tempting for software suppliers to dump their products on the market.
The sharp increase of DSS products in the market might not represent
a healthy advancement of DSS but a lot of false or even fraudulent DSS
products dominate the market.
The large number of DSSs in the market and the high volatility of
different versions of the DSS products have done little more than to
further complicate the already complex decision making task of making
an intelligent choice among the several hundred existing DSS software
packages. The vendors' claims, both oral and written, often do not
materialize after users tried their products.
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As observed by the author, there are discrepancies between what
DSS researchers think DSS should be, what DSS suppliers produce and
what managers expect from DSS. It seems that DSS researchers are
progressing too fast with respect to DSS users' understanding of DSS.
Most of their proposals on DSS applications are not practised because
there is no time for DSS practitioners to digest the new ideas before
another new proposal comes. At the other extreme, many DSS researchers
have devoted too much of their effort in arguing theoretical concepts
like framework and definition of DSS, difference between MIS and DSS,
and role of DSS, which is of course, not what DSS users want. This
kind of endless arguments seem to contribute nothing to the
development of DSS, which is basically a practical concept. However,
this is not to say that theoretical research on DSS are useless, but
more emphasis should be put on the practical aspect of DSS study so
that the DSS concept can win enough supports from end users. In
contrast to what DSS researchers have done, DSS vendors seem to
contribute little to the research and development of the DSS concept
both in a theoretical and practical sense. The author believes that
this is the main reason that cause present DSS products to lag far
behind the theoretical concept in academic area.
Communication between DSS suppliers and DSS users are often so
poor that DSS developers may spend a great deal of their resource to
develop and incorporate complicated capabilities in their products
only to finally find that most of their clients will never need these
capabilities which-they themselves believe to be important.
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One important obstacle to DSS utilization is the failure of users
to recognize full capabilities of DSS and the DSS concept. This led to
a common situation where the DSS is used by a decision makers'
intermediaries instead of the decision makers themselves. Most
decision makers never interact directly or gain access to the DSS.
Instead, they only receive DSS outputs (e.g. hard copy reports) from
their system intermediaries. The DSS they use now actually perform the
same functions and roles of a traditional MIS system. The new DSS
required much computer time and is much more expensive than a
traditional MIS-based software product. Such indirect use lead to
waste of unique capabilities offered by DSS (e.g. ad hoc analytical
capability). It also lowers the decision makers' confidence and trust
of the system and the system outputs. A recent study by Dr. Jeffrey
Moore of the Stanford University show that top level executives trust
their own models more because they understand what it was doing [21].
In addition, managers' lack of knowledge of the DSS concept also
leads to difficulties in implementing DSS in a business organization
and in gaining users' acceptance after DSSs are installed.
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Why A DSS Survey In Hong Kong And A Case Study Of DSS Application
LaCK of communications between DSS vendors and potential DSS
users are one of the largest obstacle that hinder the development and
popularity of DSS in business world. Hong Kong's situation is worsened
by the absence of representative offices of large DSS vendors.
However, use of computers by the business sector in Hong Kong is
growing at an exponential rate. Now Hong Kong has the fastest pace in
computerization in South East Asia, in term of the number of
installations and the sophistication of technology. By 1983, the
computer installations in Hong Kong has exceed one thousand. As one of
the most important financial and trading centers in the World. Hong
Kong is a perfect place for multinational corporations and
international banks to locate their Asia or Pacific Region
Headquarters. This represent an ample market for computerized DSS.
Actually, most of the advanced DSS products have been introduced to
Hong Kong by the corporate headquarters of multinational corporations
and international banks in the United States to their subsidiaries,
branches or regional offices in Hong Kong. However, relatively small
number of DSS researchers and lack of direct DSS vendors support
create problems and an unfavorable environment for the DSS utilization
in Hong Kong.
The author, hoping to expand the body of knowledge about this
important area of computer application and to contribute to the
development of DSS utilization in Hong Kong, initiate this study on
DSS utilization in Hong Kong.
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In order to understand DSS, it is necessary to appreciate not
only what the DSS products accomplish but also how the system
developed and how people used it. The case study on DSS application at
the end of this paper Qives an illustrative PxamnlP
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CHAPTER II
THE STUDY OF COMPUTER-BASED DSS UTILIZATION
IN HONG KONG'S BUSINESS SECTOR
Introduction
The study described here utilized both a mailed questionnaire
survey and detailed review of written materials concerning DSS
products supplied by DSS vendors. The aim is to investigate the
utilization of computer-based DSS by business executives in Hong Kong.
The primary goal is to collect feedback on presently available DSS
generators in the market from the business executives in Hong Kong,
and, hopefully, to draw implication of DSS usage for research in
computer-based DSS. The underlying motivation for the study can be
summarized by the following questions:
To what extent are DSSs being employed to aid decision making to
business executives in Hong Kong?
Do implemented DSSs really perform their desired functions
in the business decision making processes?
Does the present form of DSS (their capabilities) truly satisfy
the business executives' need for decision-making help?
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Does the actual use of DSS software differ for users in different




More specifically, the current study on DSS utilization was
conducted to accomplish these objectives:
1. To investigate the utilization of DSS by business executives in
Hong Kong.
2. To obtain information about DSS users' and potential users'
attitude on currently available capabilities in DSS software
packages, and their evaluation thereafter.
3. To investigate the difference in attitude towards DSS
capabilities with respect to DSS users from different types of
business organizations, with different job titles, and with




Before the construction of the mail questionnaire content,
letters requesting DSS products information were sent to nineteen DS5
generator vendors which were actively marketing their DSS products sc
as to obtain up-to-date information about DSS products in the market.
(The nineteen DSS generator vendors are extracted from the summary
sheet of DSS vendors offering University Support Program, compiled by
Prof. Hugh J. Watson of the University of Georgia and Prof. David P.
Christy of the Pennsylvania State University. Our hypothesis is that
those DSS vendors actively offering their products to University under
favorable terms would also actively promote their products in the
software market. For a list of the chosen DSS vendors in the study,
please refer to Appendix 1 of this paper.) Eleven out of the nineteen
chosen vendors mailed back written materials about their products. The
materials were reviewed carefully to enrich as well as refresh the
author's understanding on present DSS generator marketplace, and
typical capabilities provided by DSS generators in the market. A
questionnaire was then constructed with the help of information
obtained from the DSS vendors. The questionnaire consisted of three
parts. The first part contained paragraphs briefing the author's
definition and examples of DSS software products and included the
instructions to fill the questionnaire. The second part is the main
body of the questionnaire and included twenty typical capabilities
commonly found in DSS generators in the market along with a rating
scale with which the respondents were asked to rate each capability
according to their degree of importance in assisting decision making
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activities. The final part included questions used to gather
background information about the subject's job title and DSS usage
experience. Some open-ended questions were also included to ask the
respondents to indicate any important DSS capabilities missed out by
the above list and give any software products they had used and
offered them decision support. The answers to these questions can help
the author to identify the degree of DSS utilization and DSS
understanding of the respondents. The twenty capabilities included
apparently important capabilities (e.g. User-friendliness) and
apparently less important capabilities (e.g. Time Conversion
Capability) so as to minimize response biases (e.g. rate all
capabilities the same degree of importance), and identify invalid
response (e.g. some respondents will rate more important capabilities
with higher values instead of lower values on the scale as
prescribed.)
The degree of importance of each DSS capability in assisting
decision making activities was measured on a five point scale, ranging
from 1 to 5, denoted by the qualifiers: Of Utmost Importance, Of
Considerate Importance, Of Moderate Importance, Of Little Importance,
and Of No Importance. Very important capabilities yielded low scales
(e.g.* 1 for Of Utmost Importance), while unimportant capabilities
yielded high scales (e.g. 5 for Of No Importance). However, in order
to ease the analysis work, rating scores instead of rating scales were
used for most of the analysis, (where rating score= six- rating.
value.). Detailed content of the questionnaire together with the copy
.of cover letter were included in the.Appendix 4 of this paper.
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Research Variables
Degree of importance of twenty DSS capabilities in assisting
decision making activities were examined in the questionnaire. The






a. General Modeling Capabilities
b. Multidimentionality
c. Consolidation Capability
d. Upward or Downward Allocation Capability
e. Availability of Wide Variety of Built-in Computational
functions
f. Capability to build permanent user-defined functions
g. Automatic Time Conversion Capability
h. Currency Conversion Capability
3. User-Friendliness
a. General User-friendly Capabilities (i.e. ease of building
models, generating reports and graphs, full screen entry and
editing of input, availability of system prompts and menu
formats.)
b. On-line Instructions and Help-screens




a. Analytical What-if, Goal-seeking and Risk Analysis Abilities
b. Built-in, Well-integrated Forecasting Abilities
c. Built-in, Well-integrated Statistical Abilities
5. Data Management
a. Data Base Management System Capabilities
b. Data File Security and Locking of Data
6. Communication
a. General Communication Capabilities (i.e. Availability of
communication linkage to other database and software
packages).
b. Availability of Microcomputer Version Fully Integrated-With
Mainframe Version
Not many of the existing DSS generators can have all the above
capabilities, nor can all the capabilities of existing DSS be included
in the above list. The twenty capabilities included are typical either
because of their high frequency of appearance in DSS generator
products or because the author believe that the capabilities are
critical or vital in providing sound decision making help.
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Subjects
the population for the study comprised of two sample sources. One
is the full time MBA alumni from a local University and the other
.source is the attendants (All of them are top-executives from both
local and foreign business organizations in Hong Kong) of an annual
conference on economic development held by a local leading management
association. Both sources contained more than two hundreds elements.
Judgement sampling was employed to ensure that:
1. Most of the subjects have some experience to computer-based
system.
2. Enough subjects from different job titles are included in the
sample.
3. Enough subjects are drawn from different types of business
organizations and included in the sample.
A total of eighty-six subjects were drawn from the population,
and three were lost because of address changes. This reduced the
effective sample size to eighty-three. Forty-two of which came from
MBA alumni and forty-one of them came from the conference attendants.
The selection of the subject population was considered appropriate
because either the MBA alumni or conference attendants held management
positions in business organizations in Hong Kong, and the two sample
source together formed a rather homogeneous population since most of




the questionnaire together with a cover letter stating the
purpose of the study and giving instructions for returning the
questionnaire and a postage-paid self-addressed envelope were sent by
mail to the selected subiects
Before the questionnaire were sent out, an identification number
was printed on the corner of every questionnaire so that when the
questionnaire was returned and subsequently received by the author,
the respondents of the questionnaire can be identified from the
identification number on the questionnaire. This will firstly help
improve the response rate, and secondly, help identify the type of
business organizations the respondents were in, since no such question




The response rate is forty-six percent, which is regarded a!
satisfactory result when compared to average return rate of twenty tc
thirty percent of similar mail surveys. More specifically, thirty
eight questionnaires were received, of which, twenty-twc
questionnaires came from MBA alumni and the remaining sixteer
questionnaires came from the conference attendants. Moreover, the
respondents represented twenty corporations from a wide range of
industries including financial institutions, Hi-tech, public
utilities, college, transportation, broadcasting, property
development, industrial and financial consultant. The job titles of
respondents varied from vice-presidents, managing directors to system
analysts and financial analysts. For detailed listing of companies
and job titles represented by the respondents, please refer to the
Appendix 2 and Appendix 3 of the paper.
To investigate the difference in DSS capability ratings by
respondents with different job titles, the respondents were divided
into- three job categories, namely, Managers, DP Professionals,
Financial Analysts and Others. Respondents in the Managers categories
are mainly senior or middle level managers in larger multinational
corporations. While respondents in DP Professionals group mostly
comprises of System Analysts or System Managers in large business
organizations. In the third category, sixty-seven percent of the
respondents in this group are Financial or Planning Analysts. Amongst
the whole respondent group, eighty-nine percent of them reported some
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experience with computer-based Decision Support System. Table 1 shows




Summary of Respondents statistics
Respondents Categories Number Percentage
Job Titles
Manager 15 39%
DP Professional 14 37%
Financial Analyst Others 9 24%
Types of Organization
Hi-tech Corporation 14 37%
Financial Institution 9 24%
Others 15 39%
:xperience with DSS
Some experience with DSS 34 89%
No experience with DSS 4 11%
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General Respondent Ratings of DSS Capabilities
Firstly, respondents' rating of DSS capabilities are examined.
Three tables (Table 2, Table 3, and Table 4) were constructed to
facilitate the analysis. Table 2. shows overall ranks, mean rating
scores and standard deviation of the rating scores by the survey
respondents. Table 3 shows the distribution of the ratings of each DSS
capability in the order of their mean rating scores. To identify
whether the use of mean rating score (i.e. average score over all
respondents for specific capability) had hidden the presence of
extreme scores and thus devaluate the use of mean rating score to
represent the rating of the whole sample, Table 4 show a different
ranking based on percentage of respondents choosing rating value in
important category (i.e. ratings 1, 2 and 3 or utmost importance,
considerate importance, and moderate importance level).
All except Automatic Currency Conversion capability are
considered by the-respondents as important to their decision making
activities. As expected by the author, User-friendliness capability
ranks top in Table 2 as the most important DSS capability. This result
confirms the commonly accepted belief that most DSS users are
non-technical people and ease of operations would be considered as the
most important criterion in choosing DSS products by DSS users.
Actually, 73.7 percent of the respondents rate User-friendliness as of
utmost importance. Moreover, respondents stressed the importance of
DSS capabilities in Data Base Management, Reporting, and Analytical
Function. Also, respondents were favorably impressed with DSS
capabilities in On-line Help, Providing Compatible Micro-version, Data
File Security and Locking of Data, and Consolidation of Data.
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Unexpected low ratings were found in Modeling,
Multidimensionality and Statistical Capabilities. In spite of the fact
that they were rated as important (with rating scale above or equal 3)
in absolute term, they were ranked a little bit lower with respect to
other capabilities. Actually, the author believe that even a very
small inefficiency found in these capabilities might make the entire
DSS products useless to some applications.
A pattern of variation was identified in the standard deviation
of the rating score of each capability: capabilities with higher
rating scores (i.e. more important) tend to have smaller standard
deviation. This picture is more prominent in Table 3, in which,
percentage of majority rating scales go from 73.7 percent of the most
important capability to 28.9 percent of the most unimportant
capability in a rather consistent way. This suggests that capabilities
with lower average ratings were rated rather differently by
respondents. One probable conclusion is that these capabilities are
important only in certain specific application and thus were rated as
unimportant by those respondents who are not involved in these
applications.
A new ranking order was constructed based on the combined
percentage of respondents choosing all three favorable rating values
(i.e. from of utmost importance to of moderate importance) and was
shown in Table 4. The new ranking agreed with the ranking based on
.mean rating scores in Table 2 except for Graphic Capability, which was
ranked much higher (from tenth to seventh), and Data File Security,
which was ranked much lower (from seventh to tenth) in the new
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ranking. The difference can be explained by the fact that even though
more respondents rate Graphic as important, most of them considers it
as only of considerate importance (57.9%), while most of the
respondents (44.7%) rate Data File Security as of utmost importance.
In spite of the small difference found in the two rating, the-




Mean and Standard Deviation of DSS Capabilities Ratings
(Sorted by Rank)
Standard
DSS Capabilities Rank* Mean' Deviation
1. User Friendliness 1 4.71 0.52
2. Data Base Management 2 4.45 0.65
3. Reporting 3 4.34 0.94
4. Analytical 4 4.21 0.84
5. On-line Help 5 4.18 0.90
6. Compatible Microversion 6 4.13 0.84
7. Data File Security Locking 7 4.03 1.08
8. Consolidation 8 3.95 0.87
9. Built-in Computational Functions 9 3.79 0.96
10. Graphic 10 3.76 0.82
11. Permanent User-defined Functions 11 3.74 1.08
12. Communication Linkage 12 3.63 1.02
13. Forecasting 13 3.58 1.00
14. Modeling 14 3.55 1.31
15. Multidimensionality 15 3.45 1.18
16. Command Language for Customization 16 3.42 1.03
17. Statistical 17 3.11 1.03
18. Automatic Time Conversion 18 3.03 1.00
19. Upward Downward Allocation 19 3.00 1.29
2n20. Automatic Currency Conversion 2.95 1.21
Rank on Mean Rating Score.
The Mean is Mean Rating Score, where Rating Score for each capability
is equal to 6- Rating Scale obtained by the capability. More
specifically, each levels of Rating Score represent:
Description Rating Scale Rating Score
Of Utmost Importance 1 5
Of Considerate Importance 2 4
Of Moderate Importance 3 3
Of Little Importance 4 2
Of No Importance 5 1
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Table 3
Distribution of DSS Capabilities Ratings
(Sorted by Rank)
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Overall Rank are Rank on Mean Rating Score in Table 2














DSS Capabilities Ratings on% of Total Respondents




DSS Capabilities Rank* Category Category**
1. User-Friendliness 1 100.0 0.0
2. Data Base Management 2 100.0 0.0
3. Micro-version 6 97.4 2.6
4. Reporting 3 94.8 5.2
5. Analytical 4 94.8 5.2
6. On-Line Help 5 94.8 5.2
7. Graphic 10 94.8 5.2
8. Consolidation 8 92.1 7.9
9. Computational Funct. 9 89.4 10.5
10. Data File Security 7 86.8 13.2
11. User-defined Funct. 11 86.8 13.2
12. Communication Linkage 12 86.8 13.2
13. Forecasting 13 84.2 15.8
14. Customizing Command Lang. 16 81.6 18.4
15. Multidimensionality 15 76.4 23.7
16. Modeling 14 73.7 26.3
17. Allocation 19 71.1 29.9
18. Statistical 17 68.4 31.5
19. Time Conversion 18 68.4 31.5
20. Currency Conversion 20 60.5 39.4
Overall Rank are Rank on Mean Rating Score in Table 2
Important and Unimportant Categories are defined as:
Rating Scale Category Rating Scale Description Scale
Important Category Of Utmost Importance 1
Of Considerate ImportancE 2
Of Moderate Importance 3
Unimportant Category Of Little Importance 4
Of No Importance 5
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Respondent Ratings of DSS Capability Groups
In the next step, the twenty DSS capabilities were grouped into
six types of Decision Support so as to facilitate the investigation of
users' opinions on different aspects of decision support. Average
rating scores of each group were used to represent the respondents'
ratings on the whole aspect of decision support.
Table 5 tabulate the overall ranking, mean rating scores, and
standard deviation of different aspects or groups of DSS capabilities.
The Data Base Management aspect was rated highest, User-friendliness
was rated second, and Information Output was rated third, followed by
Communication. The Analysis and Modeling aspects of decision support
were rated lowest.
In order to examine whether the respondents have similar rating
on capabilities within the same capability group. Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) technique was employed to test whether there is a significant
difference in rating scores between different groups of capabilities.
Analysis results were- unable to reject- the null hypothesis that no
significant rating scores difference exist between capabilities in
different groups. In other words, results of Analysis of Variance are
unable to prove the presence of a significant difference in rating
scores between different groups of capabilities at 0.05 significance
level.
In spite of the failure to prove significant rating difference
between different groups of capabilities, the moderate difference
between group average ratings are good enough to conclude that the
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respondents emphasized the importance of Data Base Management,
User-friendliness and Information Output support to their decision
making activities. On the other hand, the respondents rated the
Modeling aspect of support the lowest among the six capability groups.
However, it is a rather surprising result since almost all the DSS
researchers considered Modeling capability as critical and
indispensable part of a true Computer-based DSS.
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Table 5
Means and Standard Deviations of DSS Capabilities Ratings by Group
Overa 1 Standard
DSS Capabilities Rank* Mean Deviation
I. DATA MANAGEMENT
Data Base Management 2 4.45 0.65
Data File Security Locking 7 4.03 1.08
DATA MANAGEMENT AVERAGE RATING= 4.24
II. USER-FRIENDLINESS
General User-Friendliness Capabilitie$ 1 4.71 0.52
On-Line Help 5 4.18 0.90
Built-in Computational Functions 16 3.42 1.30
USER-FRIENDLINESS AVERAGE RATING= 4.10
IIT. INFORMATION OUTPUT
Reporting Capabilities 4.343 0.94
1 7 FGraphic Capabilities 10 n_R2
INFORMATION OUTPUT AVERAGE RATING= 4.01
IV. COMMUNICATION
Compatible Micro-version 6 4.13 0.84
General Communication Capabilities 12 3.63 1.02
COMMUNICATION AVERAGE RATING= 3.88
V. ANALYSIS
Analytic What-if, Goal-seeking 4 4.21 0.84
Well-integrated Forecasting 13 1.003.58
17Well-integrated Statistical Analysis 1.033.11
ANALYSIS AVERAGE RATING= 3.63
VI. MODELING
A. y58 0.87Consolidation Capabilities
Built-in Computational Functions 9 3.79 0.96
11Permanent User-defined Functions 3.74 1.08
14 3.55 1.31General Modeling Capabilities
15 1.183.45Multidimensionality
18 1.003.03Automatic Time Conversion
19 1.293.00Upward Downward Allocation
9 Qc 1.2120Automatic Currency Conversion
MODELING AVERAGE RATING= 3.43
Overall Rank are Rank on Mean Rating Score in Table 2
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Ratings on DSS Capabilities
by Respondents with Different Job Titles
In the next step of analysis, the respondents were grouped into
three categories according to their job-titles. the Kruskal-Wallis H
Test was employed to examine whether there is any significant
difference between the opinions of the managers, DP Professionals, and
Financial and Planning Analysts in terms of their ratings on DSS
capabilities. Kruskal-Wallis H Test was used because:
1. It is difficult to meet the assumption of normality and
homogeneity of variance in our case.
2. The data collected are ordinal level of measurement.
3. The sample size is relatively small.
4. There is more than five members in each job-title groups.
Kruskal-Wallis Test does well at this group size.
• lable b shows the results of KrusKal-Wallis lest. Unly one of the
twenty capabilities (Multidimensionality) was statistically
significant (at 0.015 significance level). This mean that the
Managers, DP Professionals, and Financial Analysts differed in their
opinion on the importance of'the Multidimensionality capability. It is
found that Managers rated the Multidimensionality capability highest,
.followed by DP Professionals. However, they both rated the same
capability far higher than the Planning and Financial Analysts. This
might be due to the fact that Planning and Financial Analysts are
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mostly dealing with narrow scope analysis in two dimensions (e.g. cash
budget of a local subsidiaries), and they had long been using simple
two-dimension microcomputer spreadsheet packages for their analysis
and found no serious difficulty. While DP Professionals who are always
responsible for support to a large range of applications and Managers
who are typical DSS users have little difficulty visualizing more than
three aspects or dimensions of their business because of the wider
scope of their works.
to turther investigate the difference in opinions on DSS
capabilities between respondents with different job titles, Table 7
was constructed. In Table 7, the DSS capabilities was ranked again
within each job title based on the average rating scores in each
job-title group. Comparing the overall ranks with this within group
ranks is especially useful to identify the relative rating difference
between each group.
From Table 7, it is interesting to note that the Financial
Analysts rated Forecasting and Analytical capabilities much higher
than Managers and DP Professionals. This might be expected since the
job nature of Financial Analysts required them to perform a lot of
analytical and forecasting tasks. On the other hand, DP Professional
rated On-line Help, User-defined Function, and Modeling capabilities
much higher than Managers and Financial Analysts. Better understanding
of the DSS concept is a good. reason to explain the higher rating on
Modeling by DP Professional. Lower rating on User-defined Function by
Managers and Financial Analysts is due to their relative limited
experience in DSS development which make it difficult for them to
visualize the serious restriction on system development when
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User-defined Function is not supported by the software tools used. DP
Professionals' higher ratings on On-line help might be explained by
their supporting role in DSS applications, in which, they act as a
source of help for most DSS users.
Overall, the Managers rated most of the DSS capabilities higher
than the DP Professionals and the Financial Analysts.
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Table 6
The Kruskal-Wallis Test Result of Respondent Ratings
(Different Job Titles)
Mean Rating Score Kruskal
-WallisOverall
DSS Capabilities Rank* Manager DP Prof Others Statistic
1. User-Friendliness 1 4.73 4.71 4.67 0.15
2. Data Base Management 2 4.52 4.50 4.22 1.30
3. Reporting 3 4.07 4.44 3.10
4. Analytical 4 4.27 4.00 4.44 1.55
5. On-line Help 5 4.O0 4.50 4.00 2.58
6. Micro version 6 4.20 4.29 3.78 1.27
7. Data File Security 7 4.33 3.86 3.78 1.98
8. Consolidation 8 4.07 4.00 3.67 0.48
9. Computational Funct. 9 3.86 3.44 1.25
10. Graphic 10 4.O0 3.50 3.78 1.75
11. User-defined Funct. 11 3.87 4.00 3.11 2.43
12. Communication Linkage 12 3.80 3.64 3.33 0.69
13. Forecasting 13 3.47 3.50 3.89 1.12
14. Modeling 14 3.33 4.00 3.22 2.76
15. Multidimensionality 15 3.80 3.71 2.44 8.23
1616. Customizing Command Lang. 3.60 3.29 3.33 0.51
17. Statistical 17 3.27 3.00 3.00 0.48
18. Time Conversion 18 3.1 3.07 2.78 0.50
19. Allocation 19 3.13 2.86 3.00 0.24
20. Currency Conversion 20 2.7 3.00 3.22 0.58
Overall Rank are Rank on Mean Rating Score in Table 2
i With Kruskal-Wallis Test, We can conclude that there are significant
difference in DSS Capability Ratings by respondents with different
job-titles at 5% level of significance only when the corresponding
Kruskal-Wallis Statistic is larger than 5.991, where 5.991 is





Means and Within Group Ranks of DSS Capabilities Ratings
(Different Job Titles)
Managers DP Prof Others
Overall
DSS Capabilities Rank* Mean Ranki Mean Rank Mean Rank
User-Friendliness 1 4.73 1 4.71 1 4.67 1
Data Base Management 2 4.53 2.5 4.50 2.5 4.22 4
Reporting 3 4.53 2.5 4.07 5 4.44 2.5
Analytical 4 4.27 5 4.00 7.5 4.44 2.5
On-line Help 5 4.00 8.5 4.50 2.5 4.00 5
Micro version 6 4.20 6 4.29 4 3.78 8
Data File Security 7 4.33 4 3.86 10.5 3.78 8
Consolidation 8 4.07 7 4.00 7.5 3.67 10
Computational Funct. 9 3.93 10 3.86 10.5 3.44 11
Graphic 10 4.00 8.5 3.50 14.5 3.78 8
User-defined Funct. 11 3.87 11 4.00 7.5 3.11 16
Communication Linkage 12 3.80 12.5 3.64 13 3.33 12.5
Forecasting 13 3.47 15 3.50 14.5 3.89 6
Modeling 14 3.33 16 4.00 7.5 3.22 14.5
Multidimensionality 15 3.80 12.5 3.71 12 2.44 20
Customizing Command Lang. 16 3.60 14 3.29 16 3.33 12.5
Statistical 17 3.27 17 3.00 18.5 3.00 17.5
Time Conversion 18 3.13 18.5 3.07 17 2.78 19
Allocation 19 3.13 18.5 2.86 20 3.00 17.5
Currency Conversion 20 2.73 20 3.00 18.5 3.22 14.5
Overall Rank are Rank on Mean Rating Score in Table 2
£ The Ranks are assigned within each group with different job titles.
In case of more than one capabilities having same mean rating score,
the average of the ranks otherwise assigned to each capability will be
give to each.
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Rating on DSS Capabilities
by Respondents from Different Types of Business Organizations
Similar to what had done in last section, the Kruskal-Wallis-H
Test was used to investigate whether there is any significant
difference between the opinions of the respondents from Hi-Tech
companies, Financial Institutions and Other companies in terms of
their ratings on DSS capabilities. Forty percent of the respondents in
the Other companies category come from Oil Companies, while the
remaining respondents come from industrial and public utilities
companies.
Results are presented in Table 8. The Kruskal-Wallis statistics
show that two of the twenty capabilities (Communication Linkage and
Statistical capabilities) were statistically significant (at 0.06 and
0.01 significance level respectively). This indicates that the
respondents from Hi-Tech companies, Financial Institutions and Other
Companies category differed significantly in their opinions on the
importance of Communication and Statistical capabilities. Respondents
from Financial Institutions rated -both Communication Linkage and
Statistical capabilities highest, followed by the respondents from
both- Hi-tech and other companies. Communication Linkage and
Statistical capabilit-ies are common capabilities found in DSS package.
Normally, one would expect the respondents from Financial Institutions
would have more opportunities and experience in using DSS and thus
would rate common DSS capabilities higher. Actually, respondents from
Financial Institutions consistently rated most of the remaining DSS
capabilities higher than both Hi-tech and Other companies.
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Within group ranks were also constructed and presented in Table
9. It is found.that respondents from Financial Institutions rated
three capabilities, namely, Micro-version, Consolidation and Graphic
lowest, preceded by the respondents from Hi-tech and other companies.
However, it is not. quite understood why the respondents from
Financial Institutions would have such a low opinion, since these
capabilities are believed to be quite useful to them. On the other
hand, respondents from Financial Institutions rate User-defined
Functions much higher than other respondents.
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ladle 8
The Kruskal-Wallis Test Result of Respondent Ratings
(Different Types of Business Organizations)
Mean Rating Sere Kruskal
-WallisOverall Finan.
DSS Capabilities Rank* Hi-Tect Insti. Other tatistic
1. User-Friendliness 1 4.71 4.78 4.67 0.28
2. Data Base Management 2 4.57 4.44 4.33 0.83
3. Reporting 3 4.14 4.89 4.20 4.59
4. Analytical 4 4.07 4.44 4.20 0.54
. un-line Help 4.215 4.33 4.07 0.13
6. Micro version 6 4.29 4.00 4.07 0.47
7. Data File Security 7 4.21 4.33 3.67 1.58
8. Consolidation 8 4.00 3.89 3.93 0.02
9. Computational Funct. 9 3.57 4.11 3.80 1.49
10. Graphic 10 3.79 3.67 3.80 0.01
11. User-defined Funct. 11 3.79 4.33 3.33 3.93
12. Communication Linkage 12 4.113.86 3.13 5.15
13. Forecasting 13 3.21 4.00 3.67 3.31
14. Modeling 14 3.36 3.33 3.87 2.31
15. Multidimensionality 15 3.403.36 3.67 0.31
1616. Customizing Command Lang, 3.29 3.78 3.33 1.45
17. Statistical 17 2.57 4.00 3.07 9.60
.1.2218. Time Conversion 18 3.00 2.93 0.15
19. Allocation 19 2.86 2.89 3.20 0.54
2.9320. Currency Conversion 20 2.57 3.56 3.83
Overall Ranks are Ranks on Mean Rating Score in Table 2
With Kruskal-Wallis Test, We can conclude that there are significant
difference in DSS Capability Ratings by respondents from different
types business organization at 5% level of significance only when the
corresponding Kruskal-Wallis Statistic is larger than 5.991, where




Means and Within Group Ranks of DSS Capabilities Ratings
(Different Types of Business Organizations)
Hi-Tech Financial Others
Overall Institution
DSS Capabilities Rank* mean KanKX Mean Rant Mean Rank
User-Friendliness 1 4.71 1 4.78 2 4.67 1
Data Base Management 2 4.57 2 4.44 3.5 4.33 2
Reporting 3 4.14 6 4.89 1 4.20 3.5
Analytical 4 4.07 7 4.44 3.5 4.20 3.5
On-line Help 5 4.21 4.5 4.33 6 4.07 5.5
Micro version 6 4.29 3 4.00 11 4.07 5.5
Data File Security 7 4.21 4.5 4.33 6 3.67 11.5
Consolidation 4.008 8 3.89 13 3.93 7
x.57 12Computational Funct. 9 4.11 8.5 3.80 9.5
Graphic 10 3.79 10.5 3.67 15.5 3.80 9.5
User-defined Funct. 11 3.79 10.5 4.33 6 3.3. 14.5
Communication Linkage 12 3.86 9 4.11 8.5 3.13 17
Forecasting 13 3.21 16 4.00 11 3.67 11.5
Modeling 14 3.36 13.5 3.33 18 3.87 8
Multidimensionality 15 3.36 13.5 3.67 15.5 3.40 13
Customizing Command Lang. 16 3.29 15 3.78 14 3.33 14.5
Statistical 17 2.57 19.5 4.00 11 3.07 18
.1.22 19Time Conversion 18 3.00 17 2.93 19.5
2.86 18Allocation 19 2.89 20 3.20 16
Currency Conversion 20 2.57 19.5 3.56 17 2.93 19.5
Overall Rank are Rank on Mean Rating Score in Table 2
The Ranks are assigned within each group from different types of
business organizations.
In case of more than one capabilities having same mean rating score,
the average of the ranks otherwise assigned to each capability will be
give to each.
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Rating on DSS Capabilities by
Respondents with Different DSS Usage Experience
Since only four out of thirty-eight respondents have no
experience in DSS usage, the small number of respondents in the No DSS
Experience group would invalidate the use of the Kruskal-Wallis H Test
to investigate the difference between the opinions of the respondents
with different DSS experience. However, within group ranks could still
be used to examine the difference.
The overall ranks, within-group ranks in Some DSS Experience
group and No DSS Experience group, and mean rating score are shown
in Table 10. Respondents with some DSS experience rated Analytical,
Graphic, and Modeling capabilities higher than respondents with no DSS
experience. While novice DSS respondents rated Communication and




Means and Within Group Ranks of DSS Capabilities Ratings
(Different Level of DSS Experience)
Some DSS Experience No DSS Experience
Overall
DSS Capabilities Rank* Mean Ranks Mean Rank
User-Friendliness 1 4.68 1 5.00 1.5
Data Base Management 2 4.47 2 4.25 5.5
Reporting 3 4.26 4 5.00 1.5
1Analytical 4.294 3.50 11.5
A.50 1.5On-line Help 5 4.15 5.5
Micro version 6 4.15 5.5 4.00 8
4.50Data File Security 7 3.97 7 3.5
Consolidation 8 3.94 8 4.00 8
Computational Funct. 9 3.82 10 3.50 11.5
Graphic 10 3.85 9 3.00 15.5
User-defined Funct. 11 3.71 11.5 4.00 8
12Communication Linkage 143.56 4.25 5.5
Forecasting 13 133.68 2.75 17
Modeling 14 11.53.71 2.25 19.5
Multidimensionality 15 15.53.44 3.50 11.5
16Customizing Command Lang 15.53.44 143.25
17Statistical 3.12 17 15.53.00
18 18.53.09 2.50 18Time Conversion
19 18.5 19.5Allocation 2.253.09
11.520 2.88 20Currency Conversion
Overall Ranks are Ranks on Mean Rating score in lable z
The Ranks are assigned within each group with different level of DSS
Experience
In case of more than one capabilities having same mean rating score,





Limitations on this study should be considered when interpreting
the research findings:
Firstly, the sample size is relatively small and most of the
subjects were drawn from multinational companies in Hong Kong.
Their richer computer resource and more advanced computer
know-how might tend to give favorable results on DSS utilization.
Secondly, the analysis on DSS software products was restricted to
the vendors' written materials concerning their products, not the
products themselves.
Some of the research findings were unexpected. For instance,
Modeling and Statistical Capabilities were rated far lower than other
DSS Capabilities. Also, respondents rated capabilities in the Analysis
aspect as the lowest among the five aspects of DSS support used in the
study. Normally, one would expect respondents to rate DSS capabilities
for analysis purposes higher than other capabilities, since most of
the analytical capabilities are distinguished features of present
DSS 'products. And most DSS vendors believed that comprehensive
analytical capabilities provided by their DSS products are their
competitive edges to other popular spreadsheet-based products.
The poor ratings of DSS capabilities by DP Professionals
vis-a'-vis the Managers were not expected. Generally one would
anticipate higher ratings by DP Professionals since they are believed
to have a better understanding of the DSS concept and thus are able to
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appreciate the useful help provided by DSS Capabilities. Contrary to
normal expectation, Managers consistently rated most DSS Capabilities
higher than other respondents. However, our conjecture is that, since
the Managers make much more decisions than other parties, they are in
a better position and might have a better insight which allows them to
envision the possible help they could obtain from these DSS
capabilities.
On the other hand, it is interesting to note that no significant
difference was found between the ratings of the Managers, DP
Professionals and Financial Analysts in most of the DSS Capabilities.
Normally,. one would expect some sort of difference between the
individual group opinions because of their different roles in business
decision making activities.
In spite of the fact that User-friendliness is rated the highest,
this capability provide no direct support to decision making but
merely enable the users to gain decision support from the system more
efficiently. The implications from this finding suggest a clue to
develop future DSS products:
User-orientated, and Easy-to-Use DSS software are business
decision makers' most desired products. This, in turn, suggest that
DSS vendors should provide full support to their clients and have




the study results suggest that DSS software products are widely
used among the multinational companies in Hong Kong even though only
the products'.Data Management and Information Output Capabilities were
considered as valuable tools to assist decision making activities.
However, the DSS products in use represented by the respondents cover
only a narrow range of DSS software products available. This suggest
that only a small number of DSS software products have substantial
market penetration in Hong Kong and DSS users in Hong Kong have
difficulties in making an intelligent choice for the most suitable
products under their specific environment. Instead, they were just
choosing well-known products which are not necessarily the best
products under their specific business environments.
Overall, the respondents show favorable opinions on the
capabilities of DSS products. Almost all the DSS capabilities included
in the survey were rated at least of moderate importance to
respondents' decision making activities.
On the other hand, research findings suggest small difference in
DSS capabilities ratings by respondents with different job titles, DSS
usage experience, and from different types of business organizations.
Even though the research made some progress toward understanding
DSS utilization in Hong Kong, further research is needed. The
following are suggested:
1. Perform the research with a larger sample size.
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Z. Draw research subjects from senior management only to ensure that
the respondents have enough decision making experience to judge
the importance of DSS capabilities in day-to-day decision making
activities. This also helps to maintain a more homogeneous sample
and should give more meaningful results.
i. increase the number of DSS capabilities used in the survey to
reflect the dynamic change of capabilities offered by DSS
products in the market.
4. Perform reliability and validity tests on the DSS capabilities




IMPLEMENTING A MANPOWER RESOURCE PLANNING SYSTEM WITH DSS GENERATOR
Introductior
The case study concerns an manpower resource planning system
called Administrative Resource Planning System (ARPS) in the General
Administration Department of the South East Asia Regional Headquarters
of a large multinational company in the office equipment and computer
industry. The purpose of this system is to aid Plan and Control
Managers in the Administration Departments in analyzing and planning
the administration manpower requirement in the next operating cycle of
the Company. The system is also used to aid submission of
administration manpower plan data from the company's country operation
units (all of them are company's wholly-owned subsidiaries) to the
Cmmnanv's Regional Headauarters.
The case begin with a brief description of the background
information about the Company and the planning system used in the
Company. There follows a detailed description of the Administrative
Resource Planning System (ARPS). The next section concerns the roles
of DSS in the system. The history are then traced, emphasizing on the
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kinds of decision support tools employed to implement and operate the
system. Final part of the case will be a discussion of the impact the
use of DSS generator have on the performance of the system and the
productivity of the managers using.the system, and the lessons learned
from the implementation process.
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Background
The Company, A Brief Description
The Company is the South East Asia Regional Headquarters of one
of the world's leading company in the office equipment and computer
industry, and is responsible for the Company's operations in Hon-1
Kong, South Korea, Philippines, Taiwan, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand
and Indonesia, which form the Company's South East Asia Region. The
South East Asia Region is part of the Company's Asia/Pacific Group
which looks after the Company's operations in the Asia Continent and
the Pacific Region.
During the last decade, the Company enjoyed the fastest growth in
the industry both in term of sales revenue and employees number.
The Company's business activities in South East Asia Region is
basically a marketing operation. Most of the products sold by the
Company are manufactured by the Company's manufacturing plants all
over the world. All the products are sold under the Company's brand
name. The Company sells most of their products through their local
marketing offices, except for some lower price products such as
personal computers, which are sold through authorized local dealers.
The Company markets a wide range of computer products and
systems, program products and office equipments. Their major product
domains are a complete range of computer system hardwares and
software, telecommunications equipment and systems, computer
accessories, electric typewriters and copiers.
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Another important function performed by the Company's local
office is to provide business solution, technical support, training,
and maintenance to their customers within the country.
Presently, the South East Asia Region Headquarters has more than
two hundreds executives, mangers, professionals, secretaries and other
supporting staff, of which, seventy percent are senior executives.
The South East Asia Region Headquarters of the Company is
responsible for the coordination, planning and control, resource
allocation, and strategy development of the Company's operations in
the South East Asia Countries.
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The Company, Computer Environment
The Hardware
Since the activities in Regional Headquarters are highly
computerized, a substantial amount of computer resource are required
for the proper functioning of the day-to-day activities in the
Regional Headquarters. The Headquarters staff gain much of their
computing power through four control units which are connected by high
speed leased wires to the computer center of the Company's Hong Kong
subsidiary. The major hardware in the Computer Center is an IBM 3081
mainframe system which support over five hundreds terminals, including
more than two hundreds terminals in the Regional Headquarters on a
time-sharing basis. Through the Company's worldwide telecommunications
network, the Headquarters staff can easily communicate with the
Company's office spread.all over the world on a terminal to terminal
basis. A large variety of computer accessories are installed in the
Headquarters to meet the computing demands of the Headquarters staff.
They include color graphics display units, IBM displaywriters,
tele-conferencing equipment, Barco video projector system, FAX
machines, IBM 6670 quality laser printers, and numerous IBM high speed
printers.
The terminal to staff ratio in the Regional Headquarters have
always been kept above one by continually installing new terminals to
cope with the expanded Headquarters staff population. seventy percent
of the terminals used are IBM Personal Computers with proper emulation
programs installed to emulate color terminals with access to mainframe
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system. This gives the staff a lot of flexibility by allowing them to




Numerous mainframe software products are available: VM, MVS, and
CMS, under which a large variety of programs are supported. Under
VM/CMS, there are: VNET, PROFS, APLDI, ADRS2,ADRS2-BG and SCRIPT/DCF.
Various PC products are used by the Headquarters staff, the most
common PC software used are: CHARTMASTER, SIGNMASTER, DIAGRAMMASTER




Since most -of the Headquarters staff are non-technical system
users, technical and system support is extremely important in order to
make the most effective use of computing facilities available. The
major support comes from the Regional Headquarters' Information Center
which comprise of three system analysts. Supports available are:
Limited technical support to the hardware installed.
Help on use and operations of computing facilities.
Help desk support and on-site support on software products
usages.
Education class or seminar on computer applications.
Advisory support on choice of software products and
applications.
Development of specific computer applications.
Owing to the large number of Headquarters executives supported by
the Information Center staff, the Regional Information Center is only
playing a helping and advisory role in supporting the Headquarters
staff's use of computer facilities available through their terminals.
To ensure the quality of support and productivity of Information
Center staff, only those software products announced by the
Information Center are supported. Hardware equipment support are also
limited to a specific range of equipment. As a result, the
Headquarters staff are not totally free to choose their software tools
and hardware equipment. Otherwise, they will gain no support from
Information Center on the software and hardware products they chosen.
Of course, they can make suggestion to Information Center staff to
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include some software and hardware products in their support domain.
However, only those products whose support are requested by a
substantial number of Headquarters staff will be considered. This
policy leads to a rather narrow range of software and hardware
products to be used by the Headquarters staff.
Rarely will the Information Center staff develop any specific
computer applications for individual users, even though the
application will be built on software products supported by the
Information Center staff. Instead the Information Center staff will
offer advice and limited technical assistance to help the Headquarters
staff to build their own applications. This policy was adopted to
comply with the Corporate direction to promote the concept of
Personal Computing amongst the Company's executives. The Regional
Information Center's logo- Helping you to help yourself is a good
description of the nature of support offered by the Regional
Information Center.
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The Operational Planning and Control System
ine company operates a formal planning and control system on an
annual cycle. The planning system consists of a strategic plan in
spring and an operating plan in the fall of each year. The strategic
plan has a five years time horizon while the operating plan has one
year horizon. The Company takes the view of the top-down philosophy
in their planning process. The strategic plan at Corporate level
result in long-term direction of the Company in next few years. This,
subsequently, forms the basis of operating planning which are on a
functional basis and are more detailed in nature.
With the strategic plan as a guideline, the Company's Corporate
Headquarters will develop an operating guidelines for each of its
operating regions. After numerous negotiations, reviews, revisions,
and final approval by the Corporate executives, the planning
guidelines will be sent to each of the Company's regional Headquarters
through the Company's worldwide telecommunication network in softcopy.
The guideline normally contains information varied from broad
directions to specific operating figures. However, the guidelines
contain extensive corporate guidances, even to the extent of specific
sales targets or head-count increase so as to provide better
coordination between regions, and better execution of plans after they
have been aDDroved.
After receiving the guidelines, the Regional Headquarters of the
Company in different regions will develop their own plans to meet the
objectives or goals stated in the Corporate guidelines. A regional
planninq guideline containing operational directions, objectives,
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targets and specific figures such as the portion of regional revenue
allocated among countries operating units will then be sent to
different countries under the Regional Headquarters.
Upon receiving the guidance from Regional Headquarters,
functional managers in each country operation will prepare their own
plans in a format specified in the operating plan manual from Regional
Headquarters. The country management's plan normally contains two
parts:
(1) Plan Data, which is specific figures required by Regional
Headquarters about the country subsidiaries' operation. (e.g.
Head-count, Sales Revenue, Expenses). Planning figures in coming
year and the latest estimate of current year's figures are
included in the Plan Data.
(2) Narratives, which are written explanation to support the Plan
Data submitted. It also include an assessment of the competitive
situation in each country and proposed actions.
ire plannlny CUUTUirlator kmostiy rrom i-inance uepartments in the
Company's country operational units) is required to submit the country
Plan Data to Regional Headquarters before a specific date via the
Company's telecommunication network in a specific format. The plan
narratives are submitted separately from country functional directors
to Headquarters function.
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After receiving the submission of country plans data, the Finance
Department in Regional Headquarters will send the functional portion
of all countries' Plans Data to each functional department in the
Regional Headquarters for review. by region functional management.
After the submission of country plans, the country representatives,
who usually are country general managers and assistant general
managers, are required to give a presentation to Headquarters
functional managers in Regional Headquarters to support their plan
submissions. Revisions and modifications are then made on the country
plans by negotiation and compromise between Headquarters functional
management and country functional managers. At the planning season, a
lot of communications are required between Headquarters and country
subsidiaries. Easy and efficient communication are facilitated by the
Company's worldwide telecommunications network, and international
calls through external networks.
After all the planning figures from country subsidiaries have
been settled, the Headquarters functional managers will consolidate
the figures of all the country subsidiaries in the region. Necessary
adjustments are then made on the total figures to include Headquarters
expenses and head-count and to ensure the total regional figures meet
the targets set by Corporate Headquarters. Based on the consolidated
planning figures and plan narratives sent separately from different
countries, the Headquarters managers will prepare the regional
function narratives to support the regional function plans and give an
aggregate assessment of the competitive situation in the region and
t_hP nrnnnsed actions.
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The consolidated plan data with Regional Headquarters adjustment
will be sent to Corporate Headquarters through Regional Headquarters
Finance Department. Regional Plan narratives will also be sent to
Corporate Headquarters function directly from regional function. The
regional plans data and plan narratives form the region's plan
submission to Corporate Headquarters. Regional function managers are
also required to give supporting presentation of their plans to
Corporate executives to gain approval of the plans. In some instant,
the plans will be referred back for amendment or review.
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The Administrative Resource Planning System
Introduction
Numerous function-specific subsystems are present in the
operating plan. Most of these subsystems required the submission of
more detailed plans data from country subsidiaries' functions directly
to Regional Headquarters functions and subsequently to Corporate
functions without going through the formal submission procedure of
operating plan. Specific purpose and focus are often attached to these
k i nri of ciihcvctcmc
In 1983, the administration section of the Corporate Headquarters
implement a new resource planning and productivity measurement tool
(the Administrative Resource Planning System or ARPS) in the operating
plan for all the Company's administrative department. Manual which
provides details regarding the Administrative Resource Planning System
are sent to the Administration Department both in countries and
Regional Headquarters level together with the normal operating plan
manual. From that time onwards, both countries and Regional
Administrative function are required to utilize this resource
planning methodology to develop their manpower requirements for their
annual operating plan, and submit their ARPS Planning figures to




Administrative Resource Planning System consists of a set of
figures representing the administration manpower headcounts and
sources or causes of administration workload, a workload model to
calculate the administrative productivity, and format for reporting
administrative headcounts and productivity to Regional Headquarters
and Corporate Headquarters. The desired objectives of the
Administrative Resource Planning System is to focus on administration
productivity to facilitate continued improvement in the utilization of
administration resources in the Company.
More specifically, ARPS is a method classifying administration
headcounts based on the type of activities which is performed. The
classified administration manpower resources are then measured against
specific sources of administration workload (called the workload
factor) to examine current administrative productivity and to develop
projections for future resource. The system is intended to be both a
planning model and a productivity measurement tool.
The whole system is constructed on three key elements: Work
Activities, Workload Factor (Work Factor), and Workload Model:
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Work Activities:
It is a job categorization that defines the kind of work
performed by administration staff. There are totally fourteen
administration activities in the system. The following is a list of
the activities:
(1) Order Entry
(2) Contract Support - include pre-order contract, quotation
activity, customer agreement support activity, administration




(5) Account Receivable- include administrative support to Account
receivable
(6) Billing- include Invoice Preparation
(7) Administration Requirements- include administration procedure




(10) Internal Alternate Channels- administration activity to resource
located in internal alternate channel of outlets
(11) External Alternate Channels- administration activity to resource




(14) General Services- include location services, data distribution,
telecommunication support
ror eacn worK activity, regular and non-regular manpower resource
headcounts to carry out the activities should be reported. The
smallest unit for administration headcount is 0.1 instead of 1 in
operating plan to facilitate accurate matching of administration
headcount to specific workload source and thus providing accurate
measurement of administration productivity.
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Workload Factor:
Workload Factor is the source or cause of administration
workload. Most of them are derived from either business volumes or
headcount data reported by country operating units. The following is a
list of the work factors of each work activities:
Work Activity Workload Factor
Order Entry Traditional customer accept hardware units
Contract Support Traditional customer accept hardware units
Backlog/Scheduling Traditional customer accept hardware units
Inventory Control Traditional customer accept hardware units
Account Receivable Traditional customer accept hardware units
Billing Traditional customer accept hardware units
Administration Total administration regular headcount
Requirement
Administration Total administration regular headcount
Support
Business Support Marketing direct hardware units
Internal Alternate Customer accept units sold through product
Channel centers and direct retail marketing
External Alternate Customer accept units sold through dealers,
.Channel value-added retailers, value-added dealers,
value-added marketers
Total administration regular headcount minusAdministration
Secretaries administration secretaries
Word Processing Total non-manufacturing headcount
Total non-manufacturing headcountGeneral Services
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Each work activity is performed because of existence of the
corresponding workload factor. The workload of each work activity
should directly depend on the quantitative magnitude of the
corresponding workload factor. One year's workload for the activities:
order entry, contract support, backlog/scheduling, inventory control,
account receivable, billing, internal alternate channel and external
alternate channel depend on the amount of sales in that year by the
Company in that specific region or country. Customer accepted hardware
units are used to represent the quantities of sales by the Company to
the customers. In the case of internal and external alternate channel
support, the customer accept hardware units should be broken down into
those hardware units sold through internal channels such as product
center, direct retail outlet and the hardware units sold through
external alternate channels such as dealers, value-added retailers,
value-added dealers, and value-added marketers. The workload of
business support is represented by the figure of direct marketing
hardware units. Administration support and administration requirements
have their workload depending on the total number of administration
regular headcount. Workload for administration secretaries, word
processing and general service are supports provided to other
departments in the Company by the Administration staff. Their workload
will thus depend on total non-manufacturing headcount in the Company.
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Workload Model:
iL 15 the way in wnicn projections for future administration
manpower requirement are made and administration productivity is
measured.
For each activity, twelve figures are to be reported in the
Administrative Resource Planning System. They are:
(1) Latest estimate figure of REGULAR MANPOWER to perform the
specific work activity in current year.
(2) Latest estimate figure of NON-REGULAR MANPOWER to perform the
specific work activity in current year.
(3) Latest estimate figure of TOTAL MANPOWER to perform the specific
work activity in current year. It is calculated by adding regular
(1) and non-regular (2) manpower.
(4) Latest estimate figure of WORK FACTOR for that specific work
activity in current year.
(5) Latest estimate measurement of ADMINISTRATION PRODUCTIVITY for
that specific work activity in current year. It is calculated by
dividing Latest estimate figure of WORK FACTOR (4) by Latest
estimate figure of TOTAL MANPOWER (3) in current year.
(6) Proposed Plan figure of WORK FACTOR for that specific work
activity in next year.
(7) CALCULATED TOTAL MANPOWER, which is the total manpower
resource required to support the proposed volumes at the current
productivity. It is calculated by dividing Proposed Plan figure
of WORK FACTOR in next year (6) by Latest Estimate measurement of
ADMINISTRATION PRODUCTIVITY in current year (5).
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(8) Proposed Plan figure of REGULAR MANPOWER to perform the specific
work activity in next year.
(9) Proposed Plan figure of NON-REGULAR MANPOWER to perform the
specific work activity in next year.
(10) Proposed Plan figure of TOTAL MANPOWER to perform the specific
work activity in next year. It is the sum of Proposed Plan figure
of REGULAR MANPOWER (8), and NON-REGULAR MANPOWER (9) in next
year.
(11) Proposed Plan measurement of ADMINISTRATION PRODUCTIVITY for that
specific work activity in next year. It is calculated by dividing
Proposed Plan figure of WORK FACTOR (6) by Proposed Plan figure
of TOTAL MANPOWER (10) in next year.
(12) PRODUCTIVITY CHANGE, which is the improvement or deterioration of
productivity in the proposed plan. It is calculated by dividing
CALCULATED TOTAL MANPOWER (7) by Proposed Plan figure of TOTAL
MANPOWER (10).
The twelve figures for total administration work activities are
obtained in the same way as individual work activity except that the
regular and non-regular manpowers in both current year and planning
year are obtained by adding up the specific figures for each work
activity.
The CALCULATED TOTAL MANPOWER figure give the administration
manager a good estimate of the administration manpower that would be
required to support the proposed business volumes in next year at the
current productivity.
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The productivity improvement can be assessed by comparing the
CALCULATED TOTAL MANPOWER with the proposed plan TOTAL MANPOWER and
comparing Latest Estimate PRODUCTIVITY in the current year with
Proposed Plan PRODUCTIVITY level in the next year.
The PRODUCTIVITY CHANGE figure give a clear summarized
measurement on productivity improvement or deterioration in the
proposed plan. (PRODUCTIVITY CHANGE figure larger than 1 means
productivity improvement, while smaller than 1 PRODUCTIVITY CHANGE
figure means productivity deterioration.
The ultimate output of the system is 168 figures. Seventy of them
are Latest Estimate figures in the current year and 98 of them are








PAGENO.: 1 OF 1
1985 L.E. 1986 P. P.
workregular non- reg total prod work cal regular non-reg total prod pro
manpower manpowei manpower factor factor total manpower manpower manpower chang
ORDERENTRY 4.00 0.60 4.60 2,345 509.78 6,754 13.25 5.00 2.65.00 1,350.80CONTRACT 2.50 8.00 2,345 293.135.50 6,754 23.04 3.00 2.00 5.00 1,350.80 4.6BKLGMGMT/SCHED 469.005.00 5.00 2,345 6,754 14.40 4.00 4.00 1,688.50 3.6INVERTORYCONTROL 4.00 2,3454.00 6,754 11.52586.25 6.00 6.00 1,125.67 1.9ACCTSRECEIVABLE 1.50 1.50 2,345 1,563.33 6,754 4.32 6.00 6.00 1,125.67 0.7BILLING 1.804.00 5.80 2,345 404.31 6,754 16.70 8.00 2.80 10.80 625.37 1.5BUSINESSSUPPORT 2.00 2.00 65 32.50 123 3.78 5.00 24.605.00 0:7ALT CHANNELINT. 3.50 2253.50 64.29 113 1.76 2.50 2.50 45.20 0.7ALT CHANNELEXT. 2.50 2.50 138.00345 2,100 15.22 2.50 1.30 3.80 4.0552.63ADMIN SUPPORT 2.50 2.50 22.0055 2.5556 1.00 1.00 2.556.00ADMIN SECRETARIES 0.60 11.965.00 675.60 76 6.35 4.50 4.50 16.89 1.4GENERALSERVICES 11.00 11.00 322 29.27 11.50567 19.37 11.50 49.30 1.6ADMIN REQUIREMENTS 3.00 3.00 15.0045 87 5.80 5.50 15.82 1.05.50
TOTAL 53.50 5.50 59.00 15, 194 257.53 43,646 138.06 64.50 6.10 70.60 1.9618.22
CONFIDENTIAL
Prepared On:APR 17, 1986
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Why Use ARPS
The Administrative Resource Planning System is intended to be a
Administrative Resource Planning model and productivity measurement
system for administration when it is first implemented by Corporate
Headquarters in 1983. The Administration section in the Corporate
Headquarters instructed that the resource planning methodology should
be utilized by their operating units in each country to develop the
manpower requirement in operating plan. This system will also generate
productivity measurements at an individual activity level and on a
total administration basis. The manpower plan and productivity
measurement were perceived to be one of the most difficult task in
operating plan before the emergence of ARPS.
In the initial years of its use, the ARPS focused on
administration resource planning and the allocation of heancaunt andmserv
ed a
a mean to improve the dialogue between country operation
units and Regional Headquarters. After the system had been initialized
as a resource planning model for three operating plan cycles, it is
proved that the system does provide valuable aid to decision making
regarding administration manpower requirements.
Another objective of ARPS is to measure administration
productivity and to evaluate productivity improvement. Manpower
productivity controls are becoming more and more important as the
Company's market become more and- more competitive. Actually the
Company's marketplace is characterized by a rapidly advancing
technology which has developed products with increased performance at
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decreasing cost. In order for the Company to continue to be the market
leader, all the operation units in the Company must contribute,
particularly in terms of the use of administration manpower. The
productivity measurement provided by ARPS is a useful tool for the
Administration managers to keep track of the manpower productivity
improvement or deterioration in their department. On the other hand,
the system itself will provide the country Administration managers
sufficient guidelines to improve their manpower productivity so as to
meet the Headquarters requirement on productivity standard. Actually,
the Headquarters administration management expect a continued increase
in administration manpower productivity in the country operation units
since it is expected that country administration staff will support
increased volumes through the implementation of both mechanized and
procedural productivity programs in the past few years.
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Overview, Role of DSS In ARPS
Why ARPS Is Computerized
Administrative Resource Planning System is so simple both in term
of number of variables and calculation logics among variables that the
system can be operated manually even though it would be a
time-consuming job and would be error-prone. However, the system
simplicity in this aspect does not necessarily mean it can be
implemented easily on computer using either existing software packages
or tailored-made computer programs. Actually, from a spreadsheet-type
point of view, the ARPS is, at least, a four dimensional system. The
four dimensions of the system are, namely:
(1) TIME- Both latest estimate of current year's figure and planned
figures for next year are required for submission purpose. All
past figure should also be retained to enable meaningful manpower
forecasting aeter substantial amount of data have been
accumulated.
(2) WORK ACTIVITY- They are the thirteen administration work
activities mentioned in last section and a administration total
figure summing up all the thirteen work activities.
(3) ARPS WORKLOAD MODEL VARIABLES- They are the variables used it
ARPS model. Examples.of elements in this dimension are: Regular
Manpower, Non-regular Manpower, Total Manpower, Work Factor,
Productivity in current year for each work activity, and Work
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Factor, Calculated Total, Regular Manpower, Non-regular Manpower,
Total Manpower, Productivity, and Productivity Change in next
year for each work activity.
(4) COUNTRY- Totally, fourteen elements are present. They-include
twelve country operating units under the Headquarters, the
Headquarters adjusted figure, the sum of twelve countries figures
and the Final Regional Total (which is obtained by adding
Headquarters adjusted figures with the sum of twelve countries
figures). Actually, it is always necessary to create new element
in the dimension to obtain different combination of countries so
as to prevent extraordinary figures in any country from affecting
the total regional figures. For example, the recent political
disturbance in Philippines renders sales of the Company's
subsidiary there to drop drastically. This, in turn, causes rapid
decrease of administration productivity in the Philippines
operation. To have data truly reflect the productivity
improvement in the whole region, and to isolate the unfavorable
result of Philippines, Regional Total minus Philippines figures
should be created to aid management's decision making in-regard
to the region's administration manpower planning.
The repetitive and long-lasting nature of ARPS soon make it a
candidate for some form of automation when it was firstly introduced
in 1983. The extensively.-computerized environment of Regional
Headquarters offers a lot of choices to implement the system on
computer. However, difference in computer environments between country
subsidiaries and Regional Headquarters means some restrictions on the
use of some more advanced products which are absent in some country
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subsidiaries. Since the ARPS data should be prepared on countries
first before it is submitted to the Regional Headquarters, same
computer tools to operate the system is expected to ease the operation
of the system within countries and Headquarters level. On the other
hand, the stand-alone feature of ARPS gives considerable flexibility
in building the system on computer. It is not necessary to implement
ARPS with the same computer tools as operating planning as long as the
computerized ARPS is able to communicate with the computerized
operating planning system. (At that time, the Operating Plan system is
performed by an interactive APL-based system called CPCS, Country
Planning Control System). Also, the system's simple structure which
seems to be comp tible with most existing software and its relatively
low frequency of use (Only Once a Year) make it difficult to justify a
newly-programmed system.
The Corporate guidance on ARPS only consists of simple
explanations and basic structure of the ARPS model. Few guidelines on
how the system should be used to perform administration planning and
productivity measurement and evaluation function are included. In
other words, the users of ARPS are free to make use of ARPS in any way
they want. This characteristic renders the system's effectiveness, as
a manpower planning and productivity measurement system, to become
very sensitive to the way in which the system is automated or
computerized., Except for the requirement that a report in specific
format should come out of the computerized system, there is no other
requirement on the capabilities of the system. As a result, the
presence of some useful capabilities may greatly enhance the system's
effectiveness and vice versa. The way in which the system is
implemented also affect the kind of people who will use the system
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directly. In order for the system to offer more manpower related
decision assist, administration management is expected to use the
system directly [21]. However, if the system's level of
user-friendliness is low, it is very probable that the Administration
Managers will depend on some sorts of system intermediaries to operate
the system and they themselves will only pay attention to the output
reports from the system.
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The Present System
lnuneuidLely drier it was introduced by Corporate Headquarters
administration section to all the Company's operation units, ARPS was
built on an interactive APL based 'IBM program product called ADRS2 (A
Departmental Reporting System 2) in South East Asia Regional
Headquarters and all the operational units in the Region. ADRS2 works
under the VM/CMS environment and is one of the most widely used and
best market-penetrated decision assist software products in the
Company. Despite the fact that it bears the name of Decision Assist
type of software products, ADRS2 is basically a convenient report
generation.program for simple and small scale business applications.
Soon after ARPS was built on ADRS2 in the South East Asia Regional in
1983, an upgrade on ADRS2- ADRS2BG, which incorporated business
graphics capabilities on the original ADRS2 program, was developed.
Compatibility of ADRS2-BG to ADRS2 make it easy to migrate ARPS from




ARPS's seemingly simple structure and the corporation's only
requirement on reporting capabilities made ADRS2 a logical choice for
implementing ARPS under VM/CMS environment. Additionally, ADRS2 was
available and commonly used by all South East Asia country operation
units. At that time, the system could be implemented on every
Regional country units and the Regional Headquarters with relative
ease. However, the most important reason that ADRS2 was chosen was
that ADRS2 was the only decision assist host product available in the
Company at that time. Although PC-based decision assist software did
exist at that time, their relatively lower report quality and weaker
communication power made them inferior to the Host-based ADRS2.
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ARPS on ADRS2
Roughly speaking, ADRS2 is a earlier version of host-based
Decision Support System generator, which provide a limited amount of
Basic Data Base Management System, Reporting, Query, Calculating
functions on which business applications are built on. (The latest
version of ADRS2, named ADRS2-BG had incorporated a business graphic
capability fully integrated with the original capabilities which then
made ADRS2 a more mature DSS generator.) What make ADRS2 an
unsatisfactory DSS generator is its lack of sensitivity what-if and
goal-seeking analysis which are considered importantby most DSS users.
In addition, its flexibility and adaptability to accommodate change
are far below the generally accepted level for a DSS generator.
The heart of ADRS2-based ARPS is a spreadsheet- like data base.
Down the row are ARPS work activity. Across the column are ARP
workload model variables. Since only one spreadsheet is allowed in ar
ADRS2 workspace. Different year's data have to be placed alongsidE
with each other in the same spreadsheet. Different countries' data arE
placed one under another (see Figure 3). All the calculation logic of
stored as executable programs inside the workspace. Only line-editinc
of the programs is allowed. There is also no automatic recalculation.
All recalculations have to be initiated and started by the users by
executing the appropriate calculation programs. The smallest reference
unit of calculation is row and column which greatly limits the power
of calculation and thus imposing serious constraints on model
building.
the spreadsheet are placed on separate part of the workspace anc
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FIGURE 3
STRUCTURE OF ARPS ON ADRS2
TONG KONG, 1984 HONG KONG, 1985
regular non-reg prod.
manpower manpower change
order entry order entry
contract contract
BKLG MGMT/SCHED BKLG MGMT/SCHED
inventory control inventory control
ACCTS receivable ACCTS receivable
billing billing
business support business support
ALT channel INT ALT channel INT
ALT channel EXT ALT channel EXT
ADMIN support ADMIN support
ADMIN secretaries ADMIN secretaries
general services general services
ADMIN requirements ADMIN requirements
ADMIN total ADMIN total
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Report specification is totally restricted by the data base
format. The smallest unit of reference is a whole row or column and
there is no way to rotate the row or column during report printing.
Permanent user-defined function is only possible by building APL
function completely form scratch. The system is basically not user-
friendly in the sense that little on-line helps are available, and the
whole system is driven by prompt instead of selection menu.
Substantial command syntax have to be memorized before you can operate
the system smoothly.
In spite or the numerous weaknesses and constraints mentioned
above, there are some good sides of the system. There is full screen
data base editing facilitating very easy updating of data. Business
graphic capabilities are fully integrated with the Data Base data.
This enable easy plotting of business graphic directly from Data Base
data. However, the strongest side of ADRS2 is its communication
capabilities. Data can be easily moved in and out between the Data
Base and CMS file. Report can be printed to both high speed printers
and quality printers as well as CMS files.
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System Operation And Usage
After the ARPS had been built on ADRS2 on Regional Headquarters,
the whole workspace of ADRS2 version of ARPS was sent to the
administration section of the Company's twelve operating units in
South East Asia Region. Because the system structure is simple and
most of the users in Country subsidiaries are familiar with ADRS2
operation, there is no difficulty for the users in Country operation
units to operate the system with some simple guidelines incorporated
in the system workspace. Originally, the Country administration
managers are expected to operate the system themselves and be
responsible for the submission of ARPS figures to Regional
Headquarters. However, it is common that some sorts of intermediaries
will operate the system instead, while the administration managers
would only review the report outputs and revise the figures on the
hardcopy reports if necessary. The revised figures are then re-entered
by the intermediaries to the data base and new reports are then
printed to reflect the changes. These new reports will then be sent to
administration managers for further reviews and revisions. Very often,
the cycle will repeat several. times, before the final ARPS figures can
be submitted back to Reqional Headquarters.
There are no standard procedures in the submission of ARPS data
from the country operation units to Regional Headquarters. Very often,
the ARPS data are submitted either in the form of a whole ARPS ADRS2
workspace containing the required data or a CMS disk file containing
the required report. Regardless of the form of submission, the reports
are all sent via the Company's worldwide telecommunications network.
After receiving the submission from each country, hardcopy ARPS
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reports are printed using the ADRS2 workspace or the CMS file received
by system intermediaries for the administration managers in Regional
Headquarters. The Headquarters administration managers will then go
through the ARPS reports of each country before making any analysis or
comparison. Comparison of submitted figures to figures in previous
years is always necessary. Since only the current year's and the next
year's figures are present on the report, hardcopies of ARPS reports
in previous years have to be found before any comparison can be made.
Since the system have started for only several years, finding previous
years' reports does not present much difficulty even though it may
sometimes be time consuming.
Dialogues between Headquarters administration managers and
country operation managers will then follow. They will negotiate about
the proposed administration headcount increase and the desired
productivity level in each country, revise and review the figures if
necessary so as to meet the corporate objectives or targets on
administration headcount increase rate and productivity level. During
the process, a lot of ad hoc calculations are required and these are
done by electronic calculators.: Ten to twenty Xerox copies of each
country ARPS report are produced so that tentative changes can be made
directly on the report to reflect changed situations. These multiple
copies can cause a lot of confusion if one forgets which copies are
the most updated one.
At the same time, the ARPS figures for the twelve countries and
Headquarters adjustment figures would be added up or consolidated to
give the total regional figures which are then compared to corporate
requirements, objectives and targets. Since there is no unique format
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for data submission, consolidation can only be done manually. The
regional total figures obtained was entered in a new ADRS2-based ARPS
workspace. ARPS reports for the whole region will then be printed. If
the corporate targets on regional administration headcount -or
productivity level are not met, the Headquarters administration
managers will go through the country data to find out which country's
figures should be revised. to render the Regional figures compatible
with corporate targets. A lot of what-if analysis and goal-seeking
analysis are required here and they are basically done on a
try-and-error basis by using calculators. After all the figures in the
Regional ARPS report are finalized, they are re-entered into the
ADRS2-based ARPS workspace created in Regional Headquarters. The whole
workspace was then submitted to Corporate Headquarters for approval by
Corporate administration executives.
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Limitations Of The Existing System
Since ARPS was introduced in 1983, ADRS2 is the only software
tools that were employed to build the ARPS system. The manual
operations and report printing required in preparing the Regional ARPS
reports show the deficiency of ADRS2 to support ARPS. In spite of the
powerful support offered by ARPS in manpower planning and productivity
measurement, the limited capabilities of ADRS2, on which ARPS was
implemented, impose serious restrictions on the use of ARPS as a
manpower planning aid.
Actually, ADRS2 only support part of the ARPS functions. Manual
operation, manual calculations, CMS files and hardcopy reports are
required to assist some of the ARPS operation processes where ADRS2 is
incapable of Drovidinc suDDort.
Lack of easy consolidation capability, multidimensionality
structure, what-if and goal-seeking analysis greatly reduce the
effectiveness of ARPS as a manpower planning decision support system
and, to some extent, lower the productivity of administration managers
in-both country and Headquarters level.
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Why Rebuild ARPS on System W
In spite of the serious restrictions imposed by ADRS2 on the
operation of ARPS, no suggestion have ever been made to improve the
operation of ARPS, partly because of the infrequent use of ARPS (only
once a year) and ARPS's simple structure, which cause little pain even
though little support can be gained from ADRS2, and partly because
most of the staff in the Company are comfortable with ADRS2. As is
typical in a large organization, an existing and workable system, even
though inefficient, is difficult to replace, especially when the
replacement have not been readily. available and when the Company face
no challenge and have a good result in their business area. Accepted
inefficiency will soon become intolerable when the Company begin to
have a bad time. In the last few years, there is a decelerating growth
in the demand for office and computer equipment. The Company now faces
a more competitive market. In order to remain as market leader, the
Company must ensure that they are not only a quality producer but the
most efficient producer in its industry. To cope with the new market
environment, Quality Focus and Improved Efficiency have become one of
the Company's goals for the 1980s. To achieve these goals, every
operational unit in the Company is urged to seek productivity gains in
every segment of their business.
To meet the Corporate Requirement of Improved Performance and
Increased Productivity, the Regional Administration Department began
to assess the operational efficiency of every business process in the
Administration section of the Company hoping to find opportunities for
huge improvements in productivity as well as efficiency. Of course,
tools employed to operate the business processes in administration
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department were investigated first to find rooms for improvement.
Inefficient business processes are identified to see whether their
efficiency can be greatly improved by replacing the present tools with
more efficient alternatives or by revising the ways and procedures. in
carrying out the business processes.
Soon after the program was started, ARPS was identified as one of
the inefficient processes in the Regional Administration Department.
Same systems built on different software products were found tc
operate well in Corporate Headquarters and other regions of the
Company. This suggests that most of the system's inefficiency come
from the use of inappropriate tools to handle the ARPS. A number of
presently supported software (e.g. LOTUS 1-2-3, IBM PDS PLAN+) were
reviewed, but none of them could guarantee substantial improvement to
justify the costs for rebuilding the system. (The costs here includes
equipment cost, software cost, development cost and implementation
cost.)
Shortly before the operating plan period in 1985, Corporate
Finance Department introduced to Regional Headquarters a
vendor-supported DSS generator- SYSTEM W developed by Comshare Inc.
in United States, hoping that it will replace the old APL-based CPCS
to perform the operating planning in that fall. SYSTEM W was soon
installed under VM/CMS and made available to all Regional Headquarters
staff on a on-line interactive basis. This gave the Regional
Administration Manager a chance to install ARPS with more
sophisticated decision support tools. The extensive capabilities
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offered by SYSTEM W seem to guarantee substantial improvement on the
operation of ARPS as well as enhanced support to an Administration
managers through the upgraded ARPS system rebuilt on SYSTEM W.
On the cost side, there is a favorable environment.o No software
cost is required since the software was bought by the Company and are
readily available to all staff in the Regional Headquarters and
subsequently available to all country operational units in the Region.
The development and implementation cost would also be minimized due to
the fact that extensive training classes on SYSTEM W were conducted by
the staff from SYSTEM W vendor both at the Headquarters and the
country levels.
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SYSTEM W, A Brief Description
Introduction
SYSTEM W is a line of integrated software products running on a
mainframe system in a on-line basis. It is the principal products of
Comshare Inc. in Michigan. The products claimed to enable business
executives to collect, store, and analyze data that is essential to
sound decision making. The chief components of SYSTEM W includes the
analytical business modeling, forecasting, and business graphics.
The four guiding principles (note 1) upon which SYSTEM W's
software technoloov is hasec1 are--
INTEGRATION
Broad functions, such as multinational modeling, relational data
management, business graphic, financial spreadsheet and
management workstations all in one highly integrated product
line.
DISTRIBUTED
Full-power software operating on the largest of mainframes to
solve previously unsolvable problems, plus compatible subsets of
function for personal computers (MICRO-W), including the




Enabling data acquisition from other vendors' mainframe software
products, and data interchange with popular personal computer
software products.
EASE OF USE
Segregate the human factors of sophisticated applications
development for the applications builder from the intuitively
easy human factors provided for the end users.
Note 1: Extracted from SYSTEM W promotion presentation foil
prepared by COMSHARE staff.
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SYSTEM W Product Line
The initial version of the SYSTEM W product line consist of five
software products: Financial Modeling, Data Base, Graphics, Statistics
and Forecasting, and Micro-W. In order to make the product appealing
to inexperienced computer users, two new products SYSTEM W/Information
Gateway and SYSTEM W/Information Library had been added to the
existing SYSTEM W Product Line. Capabilities of each software product
ran hp ciimmAri70H ac fn11•
Financial Modeling
a. Full-screen Model Building and Data Entry
b. Pre-written Functions
c. Multi-dimensional
d. Non-procedural Role Application
e. Investigation and What-if Analysis
f. Report Writer
g. Reading/ Writing External Files
h. Automatic Model Operation with Command Files
Data Base Management







c. Full-screen Data Entry
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d. Report Writer (using data directly from W data base)
Graphics
a. Bar, Pie, Scatter, Line, Area graph
b. Mainframe, Micro Link to print hardcopies of graph displayed
on screen, on either printer or plotter through downloading
of graph from mainframe to micro system then to printer or
plotter
c. Slide Show, which enable
(i) PC to act as graphics terminal of mainframe systems
(ii) PC to perform slide presentation where previously createc











a. PC/ Mainframe Integration
b. Automatic Consolidation




Allows end-users to make selections from custom-designed menus to
call up information in chart or report form, and to display the
results on a personal computer workstation.
Information Library
Works 'in conjunction with W/Information Gateway to deliver




The SYSTEM W product line is highly integrated in the sense that
all the products in the product line can be reached by the same system
starter, and data created in one product can directly be used by other
products in the SYSTEM W product line. The system offered a lot of
flexibility -by having most of the products in the product line as
options to the SYSTEM W basic system. Customers of SYSTEM W are free
to choose their options combination on the bases system to have a
tailored-made system to suit their own operating environment.
Distributed and Remote operation of the system is facilitated by the
availability of upward compatible micro-version of SYSTEM W which
allow model to be built, data to be entered, or results to be
calculated on remote PC workstations and later be uploaded to the
mainframe model directly.
High degree of user-friendliness is the competitive edge of
SYSTEM W. SYSTEM W offers a highly user-friendly computing environment
by:
(1) Allowing the user to operate the system through selections frog
-custom-designed menus. Actually earlier version of SYSTEM W was
driven by user typed-in commands which caused a lot of
difficulties for inexperienced users. However, later enhancement
of SYSTEM W overcame this weakness by incorporating selection
menus to link up the system both horizontally (different
operations, e.g. Report, Graphics, Model) and vertically
(different steps in a specific operation).
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(2) Allowing the users to toggle through the possible choices of a
parameter by pressing a specific function key repeatedly.
(3) Allowing the users to zoom in and out from one display screen't(
another display screen at a different levels.
(4) Allowing automatic generation of default reports and graphic
formats.
(5) Allowing the users to get on-line help with a simple key stroke.
(6) Allowing the users to specify the view screens of data and
result. Users are free to specify the number, width, format of
the data to be viewed through screen, and arrange or rotate the
row and column in any way.
However, what makes SYSTEM W different from most other DSS
generators in the market is its emphasis on screen display of data and
results rather than outputting through hardcopy reports. Capabilities
available to manipulate data on screen and the flexibility to specify
display format make it easy to perform ad hoc query, selection,
calculation, and analysis. This in turn enables the users to obtain
immediate, accurate, up-to-the-minute information. SYSTEM W's
sophisticated design in information display and advanced technology in
user-interface reflects the vendor's desire to bypass system
intermediaries in operating the system. Under the user-friendly
environment, transfer and relay systems that are automatically
engaged to serve up what the users want are made transparent to the
users. Inexperienced users, typically, the highest level executives,
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are encouraged by the system to operate the system directly or even
build the model themselves.' In this aspect, SYSTEM W. to some extent,
resemble a true DSS generator.
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The Development: Design Philosophy and Problems
In spite --of the fact that SYSTEM W is claimed to be so
user-friendly that decision makers should build their own model to
facilitate more. effective decision support from the system, the
development of a new ARPS model still followed the previous practice
in developing MIS application The task of developing a new ARPS
model on SYSTEM W was assigned to system intermediaries in the
Regional Headquarters's Information Center. As a member of the
Information Center, the author participated the development and
Implementation jobs.
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Objective of building ARPS on SYSTEM W
The ARPS, after being rebuilt on SYSTEM W, should be able to shop
significant improvement in operating efficiency so as to comply with
the Corporate direction of Quality Focus on Business Process. On the
other hand, the newly-developed system should ensure a more complete
and effective operation of ARPS functions than the original system sc
as to win management support and user acceptance. At first glance, it
seems that it is natural and easy to have a more efficient and
effective applications when the software tools employed are more
powerful and sophisticated. As soon as the system design started, the
developers. of the new ARPS model recognized the unreality of this
statement. The lack of intimate knowledge about the operating details
of the system prevent people who are outsiders of the system to build
a truly efficient and effective system. Although the Information
Center Staff spend a lot of time and effort trying to understand the
operation of ARPS by reviewing systems manuals and talking to Regional
Administration manager who are supposed to be responsible for the
operation of ARPS, little confidence was gained by the Information
Center staff, who lack the practical experience and exposure to the
real operation. of ARPS. They cannot guarantee that their ARPS model
would be more effective and efficient, though the new model design
soon gained approval from management shortly after the design has been
completed.
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System Structure- Design Considerations
In designing the ARPS model on SYSTEM W, the following points
were considered as constraints to the design:
(1) Users Skill Level Computer Know-how:
There is no way to know in advance who will actually operate the
system. In the past, the Regional Administration Manager often
assigned this task to his subordinates in the Company's country
subsidiaries' administration department because all his
subordinates in the Regional Headquarters would be busy with the
operating plan at that time. The people who operate the ARPS
might vary from country administration managers to ordinary
country administration staff. They all worked on temporary
assignment basis in Regional Headquarters to operate the ARPS
system and prepare ARPS outputs for review by the Regional
Administration Manager. In addition to the great variety of their
organizational level, they also vary in technical skill some of
them can be classified as novice computer users, while some are
truly computer professionals. To cope with this, the system
should be as user-friendly as possible and, at the same time,
provide operational options for experienced users. With the help
of user-defined command files, which is available under SYSTEM W.
the Information Center staff are able to create menus to guide
the operation of the ARPS users. (At that time, the vendor of
SYSTEM W did not have the menu-driven feature which is now
available.)
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(2) Default Structure of SYSTEM W Spreadsheet:
SYSTEM W model spreadsheets have a default format of time period
across the columns and model. variables down the rows. But the
ARPS model format specified in system manual from Corporate
Headquarters have a structure of ARPS workload variable across
the columns and work activity down the rows. Two different
approaches were suggested to solve the problem. The first one is
to comply with SYSTEM W spreadsheet structure. Instead of having
the workload variables across the columns of spreadsheet, they
will become the member of a workload variable dimension. (see
figure 4) This approach enables the use of the SYSTEM W
Forecasting capability which only recognize the SYSTEM W default
structure. It also offers greater flexibility for the
modification of the model since some of the system functions are
only applicable to the default spreadsheet structure. On the
other hand, this approach does make the building of model logic
and report format specifications very complicated since it
involves a lot of computation of variables between different
spreadsheets and printing of reports with variables from
different spreadsheets. The second approach would overlay the
ARPS structure on the SYSTEM W default structure. More
specifically, the SYSTEM W time period column will be treated as
column for work load variables while a new dimension will be
created for time period. This approach has just the opposite
effect as the first approach. Model building will be easier but
lots of system power and flexibility will be lost even though
they may not be used by ARPS in the foreseeable future. In both
cases, of course, the country will form another dimension of the
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model. Actually, the choice of approaches is a trade-off between
simple structure and long term flexibility. Finally, in
recognition of the growing importance of ARPS and thus the
expected use of the more powerful capabilities and flexibility,
the first. approach was adopted.
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FIGURE 4
STRUCTURE OF ARPS ON SYSTEM W
INDONESIA, reg. manpower'
HONG KONG, prod. change
HONG KONG, non-reg manpoer


















(3) The Capabilities of existing ADRS2 based ARPS Model
To earn support and end-user confidence on the new model of ARPS,
the new model must be able to do whatever the original system can
do. Actually, the most prominent capability of the ADRS2-based
ARPS model is its ability to print reports in the format
specified by Corporate ARPS guideline. Of course, with the
powerful capabilities of SYSTEM W. much better and effective
model output, such as business graphics and on-line window
viewing, are possible. However, the first kind of output formats
implemented is the report formats available in old system so that
all the reports from the old system can also be generated from
the new system. This improves end-user confidence since they can
get, at least, the same outputs from the new system.
Conclusively, the design philosophy employed to develop the new
ARPS model are:
(1) To be as user-friendly as possible, the technical aspects of the
.system will be shielded by the user-friendly interface developed
by designers.
(2) To try the best to comply with the original system structure of
SYSTEM W so as to retain most of SYSTEM W's power and
fIexibility.
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(3) To include all the capabilities of the old system into new system
so that the new model can readily replace the old system even
though the new outputs from new model are not immediately
accepted by the users of the.system.
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Problems Encountered
From initial system design to final system implementation, a
number of problems were encountered by the system builders. From the
author's point of view, these are common problems that will happer
frequently in other DSS development and implementation.
System Designers and Builders are not the Final System Users
In previous EDP and MIS systems, this was not considered a
problem, rather it was deemed necessary to involve different
parties in different development and operation phases of
traditional EDP and MIS systems. Lack of base system of software
generators for traditional EDP and MIS systems in the past
require a lot of system expertise and computer know-how to
perform the system design, development and implementation job. To
build a truly effective and efficient system, the system
designers and developers, commonly known as System Analysts, are
required to communicate well with the final users of the system
on a two-way basis. System intermediaries are always employed to
operate the MIS and EDP system in a periodic and routine basis.
Very often, the final users of system (i.e. the decision makers)
gain support from EDP and MIS system through hardcopy printouts
from the system.
However, this is not the recommended practice in DSS. Highly
sophisticated user interfaces employed by most DSS generators are
able to create a very user-friendly environment, under which, the
final users (i.e. the decision makers) would be able to build,
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modify and operate their own models easily without retraining or
studying computer manuals. The operations of DSS are no longer on
a periodic or routine basis. Instead, it would be in a
interactive, ad hoc basis. Only those people sitting in front of
computer terminals and communicating with the system in an
interactive way can gain the maximum support from DSS. The use of
system intermediaries to operate the system will mean giving up
the chance to use the advanced features of the system.
To be an effective DSS users, the decision makers should not only
use the system outputs but also build the system themselves and
operate the system directly. One of the key philosophy of DSS
design is to enable final users of the system to bypass system
intermediaries so that they can have immediate contact with DSS.
This philosophy had been accepted by most of the DSS vendors, a
lot of survey results E21] show that this is the most effective
way to offer decision support.
In our case, despite the fact that a DSS generator was employed
to build the system, the final system was actually developed in'
the same way as a traditional MIS system, with different parties
involved in building, operating and use of the system. Of course,
a lot of factors prevented the ideal DSS operation practice to be
realized. Firstly, the degree of user-friendliness of SYSTEM W is
not sufficient to enable true novice users to build the system
themselves. Secondly, there exist traditional., MIS influence in
the Company's organization structure and the way of building a
new application system. Formal organization (the Information
Center) exists to provide support to MIS building, which, of
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course, will encourage end users in the Company to depend on the
Information Center staff as their intermediaries to build and
operate their systems. The long lasting influence from the MIS
concept made it difficult for. system professionals to get rid of
MIS practices when dealing with DSS design.
Intangible Nature of DSS Benefit Made it Difficult to Justify the
Extra Resource required by DSS
When compared to traditional MIS, DSS application require more
advanced equipment, such as high resolution graphic terminals to
take advantage of their business graphic capabilities, more
memory space (due to the highly integrated and flexible nature of
the DSS generator) and more computer time (due to their on-line
interactive, ad-hoc operating feature). This represent a
substantial investment, but the returns or benefits are mostly
intangible and difficult to be guaranteed in advance. Whether or
not a potential DSS benefit can be realized largely depends on
the users' knowledge of DSS and how they use the system.
Incompatibility of DSS Generator Structure and Application
Structure
As mentioned earlier, SYSTEM W has a default structure that is
different from the ARPS model structure. Some modifications are
required to have ARPS implemented on SYSTEM W. But this also
means some loss of SYSTEM W power and flexibility, as well as
complicated system building process. Presently, because of the
greater market size and potential, most of the DSS generators in
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the market are aiming at providing support to financial and
marketing business planning. Applications for personnel
administration and human resource management or other special
administration functions would have more difficulty when they are
implemented on a DSS generator in the market. This situation is
expected to improve after DSS generators have become more popular
and a wider range of DSS generators emerge in the market.
Users' lack of Knowledge on DSS Concept
Resistance to change is a common obstacle to new system
implementation. The resistance is tougher when the new system is
developed to replace a workable old system. The situation is
worsened by the lack of proper understanding of the DSS concept
by some system users (most of them are ARPS coordinators in
country administration departments). They are unable or unwilling
to appreciate the decision making help offered by the new system.
To overcome the problem, from the author's point of view, the
system change should be conducted at a slower pace so that final
users are given enough time to digest the DSS concept and to
become accustomed to the new system environment.
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How ARPS Show Its Power Through SYSTEM W
The ARPS itself is a decision assist tool aimed at providing
support to Company's Administration manager in their decision making
with regard to Administration Manpower Planning in the Operating Plan.
The ARPS methodology provide manpower planning support by showing the
manpower planners the productivity measurements of current manpower
and their planned manpower in next year. The side by side tabulation
of current manpower productivity and planned manpower productivity as
well as a column of calculated figures of productivity changes on the
ARPS report give the manpower planners a clear view of the
appropriateness of its planned productivity level with regard. to the
current productivity level. Management approval on manpower plan
largely depend on whether the plan show significant and continuous
improvement in manpower productivity. As a result, in order to gain
management approval on the plan, it is suggested that administration
managers should make use of an ARPS model to adjust or fine-tune their
manpower planning headcount so that a reasonable productivity level
can be achieved before submitting their manpower planning headcount
numbers for approval. The new ARPS model on SYSTEM W offers a lot of
extra support that greatly enhance the power of ARPS as a manpower
planning support tool. SYSTEM W based ARPS model offers enhanced
support to manpower planners by:
(1) Allowing manpower planners to ask and answer hypothetical
questions in the form of what-if analysis, goal-seeking, and step
sensitivity analysis. Results of these analysis can be shown
either as formal and ad hoc reports or business graphics. This
capability is extremely useful in testing the impact of the
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headcount figure for specific work activity on the total
administration productivity level, and in giving clue to manpower
planners how a specific target productivity level can be attained
by varying the headcount figures of certain work activities.
Typically, the SYSTEM W what-if and goal-seeking analysis providE
answers to the following ad hoc questions:
(a) How will the total administration productivity level change
if the planned headcount for order entry is increased by two
units?
(b) What will be the value of order entry, contract support and
inventory control headcount if the planned total
administration productivity level should be 10% above the
current total administration productivity level?
(c) Which work activity's headcount figure has the largest impact
on the planned total administration productivity level?
All the above questions can be answered by the system within
seconds in a on-line basis and in a different formats
pre-selected by the users. This capability completely eliminates
the tedious manual calculations required in the old system.
(2) Allowing manpower planners to produce forecasts of future
manpower requirement based on the past data on manpower
headcounts. Numerous forecasting techniques can be employed to
forecast manpower headcounts in the next year. The forecast
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figures is a useful clue and starting point to predict future
headcount requirements. The future productivity level can also be
forecasted--and goal seeking analysis can be employed to generate
headcount for each work activity.
(3) Allowing automatic consolidation or allocation of variables
across the dimensions of the model. A country dimension is
included in the SYSTEM W ARPS model, the dimension consists of
fifteen members- they are twelve countries in the region, sum of
twelve countries, Regional Headquarters adjustment, and sum of
region. It is planned that country ARPS data will be submitted as
a CMS text file through the telecommunications network. The
external communication capabilities of SYSTEM W are able to read
the file directly into the spreadsheets of each country. ARPS
reports for each country can be either printed out to a CMS file
and subsequently to a system printer or displayed on screen.
After preliminary review of country ARPS data and sum of twelve
countries data which is a result of upward consolidation of the
twelve countries, Regional administration manager will be able to
devise Headquarters adjustment figures and enter them into the
appropriate spreadsheet with the help of easy full screen
windowing facilities of SYSTEM W. Automatic consolidation will
then be performed to add up sum of twelve countries data and the
Regional Headquarters adjustment data to give sum of Region data.
It is expected that extensive what-if and goal-seeking analysis
will be performed on the sum of Region data. After the Regional
total data have been determined, the change that have been made
on sum of region data will be allocated automatically to the
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country data in a appropriate pre-defined proportion so as to
retain consistency between individual country data and sum of
region data.
(4) Allowing reports with flexible report format to be generated. The
users are completely free to choose the formats of output
reports. Any combination of columns and rows, variables from
different spreadsheets and different dimensions can be printed on
same report. Reports can be sent through numerous channels to
disk file, text file, system printers, remote printers and
disolav screens-
5) Allowing the users to specify a truly multidimensional model.
Practically, there is no limit on the number of dimensions and
the number of elements in an individual dimension in a SYSTEM W
model. (Of course, the available memory space will limit the size
of the total model) Inter-dimension operation, which are very
difficult in the old ADRS2 based ARPS model, become easy with the
new SYSTEM W based ARPS model.
(6) Allowing flexibility for growth and modification of the model. In
ADRS2-based ARPS model, the model was difficult to modify or
expand once the system structure had set up. Some large scale
modification of the model in ADRS2 would even destroy all the
data already entered. On SYSTEM W based ARPS model, there is no
practical restriction on the way that the model can be expanded
or modified. After the modification, the variables affected will
be recalculated automatically to reflect the new structure of the
model.
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impact and Lessons Learned
SYSTEM W is the first software tool bought by the Company that
truly resembles a real DSS generator. Its presence have challenged'the
numerous existing EDP. and MIS 'application software tools in the
Company. In spite of the fact that SYSTEM W appeals to most of the
staff in the Company, its utilization in day-to-day operations of the
Company is still low. Even though some systems had been implemented
with SYSTEM W. they are not used as a DSS product but rather as report
generators. Indeed, the most powerful capabilities of SYSTEM W- the
interactive ad hoc analytical capabilities is the less frequently used
capabilities. The origin of this problem is, as the author had
mentioned several times in this paper, the users' lack of knowledge of
the DSS concept. Most of the managers are not aware of the fact that
the present DSS generators is so user-friendly that they are able to
construct and operate their own model without knowing the technical
details of the system.
It seems that the presence of powerful DSS generator in the
market do not match well with the present popularity level of the DSS
concept among potential DSS users. The DSS concept is popular only
within a small group of MIS researchers and DP professionals. The
large majority of potential DSS users are still ignorant about the
concept. No significant improvement on DSS utilization can be expected
before the DSS concept becomes popular in majority of potential DSS
users.
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The vendors of DSS product should bear part of the blame for the
low level of understanding of the DSS concept among possible end
users. The training classes provided by the vendor of SYSTEM W to the
Company lays no emphasis on the promotion of the DSS concept. Rather
it concentrate on the operational details and the syntax of their
specific products. This agrees with the author's perception that DSS
vendors actually contribute too little to the promotion of general DSS
concept.
The low utilization of SYSTEM W in the Company mean that
relatively small impact on the DP environment was achieved by the
introduction of SYSTEM W in the Company. This is an expected
:onsequence. The introduction of an advanced product without proper
long-term education of the new concept to the users exerts little





DSS are increasingly employed to assist managerial decision
making in business organizations. More and more attention is given to
DSS by both industry and academia. All indications are that this trend
will continue. With increasing pressures to use DSS, there is a need
for the development of computer-based DSS to better meet the need for
decision making for business executives. Directions for future DSS
development are emerging from both DSS researchers and DSS software
developers.
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Group Decision Support Systems (GDSS)
This involves the development of interactive computer-based
decision support systems which facilitate solutions of unstructured
problem by groups of people who are jointly responsible for making
decisions. The emergence of GDSS is believed to be logical extension
of the DSS concept since many organizational decisions are made by
groups of people, particularly at the strategic level. As business
organizations become more and more complex, fewer decisions are made
by single individuals. Although group decision may also benefit from
support by ordinary computer-based DSS, it is believed that, with the
flexible and friendly user-interface techniques available and the
advancing telecommunication technology, DSS that are capable'of better
support for group decision making process are possible and, actually,
highly desirable. Typical activities which occur in a group decision
making environment and are in need of computer-based supports are:
Information Retrieval by group members
Information Sharing amongst group member
Information Use by group members
GDSS can apply to a variety of group decision situations, such as
committees, review-panels, task-force, executives/board meetings, and
remote workers.
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Artificial Intelligence (AI) in DSS
The rapid developments in expert system (ES) technologies give
rise to the idea of incorporating Al technologies in DSS.
An expert system is a problem-solving program that achieves good
performance in a specialized problem domain that generally requires
specialized knowledge and skill. One of the important difference
between DSS and ES is that DSS only provide support to the users in
making decision and DSS itself does not replace the decision maker- in
making decision, ES on the other hand, does provide users with
conclusions or decisions. It is believed that incorporation of ES
concepts and technologies would enable DSS to include inference
capabilities as well as heuristic decision structures and models,
which are found to be extremely useful in business decision making.
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Specific Purpose DSS Generators
AS zne autnor nave mentioned earlier, most of the DSS generators
in the market, although claimed to be General Purpose DSS Generator,
are aimed at supporting decision in the area of financial planning.
Because of the inherited difference in structure and operation
procedures, It is rather difficult to implement other, business
applications on most of DSS generators available in the market. Owing
to the increasing utilization of DSS generators by an expanding
population of potential DSS generator buyers, andas competition in
the DSS generator market' intensifies, it is expected that DSS vendors
will be willing to develop specifial purpose DSS generators for other
important business applications in the near future.
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Micro-computer Based Integrated Packages
Offer Cheap and Flexible Form of Decision Support
Many DSS researchers have the feeling that current micros and
their spreadsheet packages are inadequate in most typical applications
in medium to large business [23], because of the limited memory space
and computational power of currently available microcomputers.
However, the author believes that the lower cost and greater varieties
of capabilities of micro-based package, particularly the presently
popular integrated packages (such as SYMPHONY, FRAMEWORK, APPLEWORK,
and PFS series), would greatly outweigh their shortcoming in storage
capacity and processing speed. Moreover, most of the DSS applications
in use, actually, require only a small amount of memory and are not
time-critical. This suggests that most of the cheap micro-based
integrated packages in the software marketplace can be good enough to
serve as DSS tools for many business applications. Actually, a common
phenomenon observed in the software marketplace is that development of
micro-based integrated package is a lot faster than traditional DSS
generator packages. The reason is that marketability of micro-based
packages are much better than large and expensive mainframe DSS
generators. The high marketability entices the software developers to
put more efforts into developing the software packages for micros.
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DSS For "HARD" Decision
A common characteristic of most DSS software packages in the
market is their inherited financial spreadsheet orientation. Actually,
the present DSS market, is dominated by financial spreadsheet-based
software packages. This phenomenon, though providing a unified
framework for the development of DSS software packages, has greatly
restricted the form of decision support available to potential DSS
users since not all the business decisions are based on accounting or
financial data. In order for computer-based decision support systems
to appeal to a wider range of users, DSS developers and vendors should
consider the development of non-spreadsheet-based DSS. In the present
software market, two such products are Decision Aide from
Kepner-Tregoe (an international management-consulting film), and
Expert Choice from Decision Support Software. In spite of their low
popularity and the presence of irritating design flaws and bugs, both
Decision Aide and Expert Choice do provide another approach of
decision support that can help the users to define their problems,
weight their alternatives, and ideally, make their decisions. More
specifically, the programs offer help to decision makers by presenting
a systematic structured approach to the often confusing decision
making process. They break down a decision into its component parts
and ask the users to analyze the parts before they reach a conclusion.
This analysis will then leads to a numerical score for each
alternatives under consideration, giving the users a rough,





appendix 1: List of DSS Generators Under Investigation
No. Product Name Vendor
1. ACCENT R National Information Systems, CA 95014
2. CUFFS-88 Cuffs Planning and Models Ltd., NY 10028
3. EMPIRE Applied Data Research, Inc., NJ 08540
4. ENCORE Ferox Microsystems, Inc., VA 22209
5. EXPRESS Management Decision Systems, Inc., MA 02254
6. FCS/EPS Thorn/EMI Computer Software, GA 30346
7. FORESIGHT Compro Financial Systems, GA 30092
8. SIMPLAN Simplan Systems Inc., NC 27514
Integrated Planning, Inc., MA 021159. STRATAGEM
10. SYSTEM W Comshare, Inc., MI 48106
General Electric Information Services,11. TABOL
Maryland 20850
Analysis of the above products are based on written material:
supplied by the product vendors on request by the author.
Ashton-Tate, CA 9023012. FRAMEWORK II
Lotus Development Corporation, MA 0214213. LOTUS 1-2-3
Lotus Development Corporation, MA 0214214. SYMPHONY
IBM, FL 33432.15. IBM PDS PLAN+
Analysis of the abovr products are based on User Guides or
Operation Manuals published by the product vendors and author's own
experience in using these products.
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Appendix 2: Companies Represented in The Survey
No. Company NamE
1. American International Assurance Co.,(Bermuda) Ltd.
2. Amoy Industries International Ltd.
3. Barclays Bank
4. Citibank, NA
5. Citicorp Commercial Finance (H.K.) Ltd.
6. Data General (H.K.) Ltd.
7. Esso Hong Kong Ltd.
8. Gammon H.K. Ltd.
9. Hong Kong Baptish College
10. Hong Kong Commercial Broadcasting Co. Ltd.
11. IBM World Trade Asia Corporation
12. IBM World Trade Corporation
13. Kowloon-Canton Railway Corporation
14. Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co.
Personal Financial Consultants Ltd.15.
Shearson Lehman/ American Express Finance Ltd.16.
Societe Generale17.
Sperry Ltd.18.
The China Engineers Ltd.19.
The shell Co. of H.K. Ltd
,20.
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Appendix 3: Job Titles Represented By Respondents In The Surve)
No Job Titll
1 Manager
2. Program Manager (Business Practices)
3. Senior Manager, Equipment Finance
4. Assistant Treasurer
5. Planning Analyst
6. Manager- International Audit
7. Assistant Manager, Treasury
8. Manager, Financial Institution Div.
9. System Analyst
10.- Marketing Representative
11. Senior System Analyst
12. Lecturer
13. Internal Control Assistant
System Engineer14.













27. Senior Marketing Consultant
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Appendix 4: Cover Letter and Questionaire Used In The Survey
THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG








we are stuaents in the MBA Programme in The Chinese University
of Hong Kong and are working on a research project on the
utilization of computer-based systems by business executives
in Hong Kong in their decision making activities. Our objective
is to understand the utilization of computer-based Decision
Support System in Hong Kong's business world, and to inform
business executives in Hong Kong the decision making aids made
available by computer-based Decision Support Systems in the
market.
To do this, we need the opinion of someone such as yourself
who is a user or a potential user of computer-based Decision
Support Systems. Your help in replying to the attached
questionnaire will make a most important contribution to the
project.
Please fill out the questionnaire and return it with the enclosed
postage-paid self-addressed envelope.




香 港 中 文 大 學
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The Study of Computer-based Decision Support System, 1986
We Wculd appreciate your help in compleing this questionnaire. The information
obtained will help to expand the body of knowledge about this important area of
computer application. For most questiens.give your answers by checking the
appropriate circle.
In the following questions, we define the term 'Decision support System'(DSS)
as an interactive computer-based system used to support decision makers in
their dacision making activities. Examples of popular Decision Support System
softwares are SYSTEMW, TABOL, IFPS, LOTUS 1-2-3 and VISICALC.
Below is a list of general capabilities provided by most of the Decision Support
System software package in the market along with a rating scale (The LOWERthe
number, the MOREIMPORIANT are the capibilities in supporting decision making
activities).
For each capability, from your owr experience, please indicate the degree of
importance of the capability in assisting decision making activities by circling
one number. for each capability
The rating scale used represents:
1 of utmost importance
2 of considerate importance
3 of moderate importance
4 of little importance
5 of no importance
1. Reporting Capability
2. Graphic Capability
3. On-line instruction and help-screen
4. Modeling Capabilities (ie. the ability to model or simulate business situations)
5. multidimentionality (ie. the ability to handie multidimension model, for
example, different department. different product lines, actual or planned
results form three dimensions of the company)
6. Consolidation Capabilites (ie. the ability to add up same variable across
several dimensians of the model)
7. Upward or downward allocations in multiple hierarchies and across severa
dimensions
8. Availability of wide variety of built-in computational functions
9. Capability to build pernanent user-defined functions
10. Automatic time conversion capabilite (ie. consolidating days or decomposing
quarters into months)
11. Currency coversion Capability
12. User Friendines (ie. ease of building models. or generating reports and graph
full-screen entry and editing of input, with appropriate prompt or menu formats)
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
13. Analytic ability (including 'what if' sensitivity analysis, goal-seeking and
risk analysis)
14. Built-in, well-integrated forecasting abilities
15. Built-in, well-integrated statistical abilities(ANOVA, multiple regression,
16. Data Management Capabilities (data query, retrieval and storage)
17. Data file security (ie. Locking of data)
18. Communication Capability (ie. multiple communication linkage to other
database, software package)
19. Availability of microcomputer verdion fully integrated with the mainframe
software, permitting easy uploading and downloading of data result and model)
20. Availability of commandlanguage facility to customize the system by
defining new system level commands
21. please add any capabilities of a delision Support System that you think are
important in Decision Making process but absent from the list we provided
above:
22. Have you ever used any computer-based Decision Support System?
Yes
No
If yes, please give the names of the Decision Support System you have ever
used.(You are free to call any softwere packages as Decision Support System
as long as they do provide support in your decision making activities)
23. What is your present job title?
Manager or Executive
Data Processing Professional System Analyst or Programmer
Other Professional (eg. Accountanl, Enginer or Financial Analyst)
Officer or Administrative Staff
Other (Please Specify)
This is the end of the questionnaire Please put the questionnaire in the
enclosed postage-paid self-addressed envelcpe and return it to us by MAIL
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
factor analysis)
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
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